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Chalmers University of Technology 
Abstract 
 
Carbon capture and storage is vital to facilitate the transition from our current fossil fuel dependency 
to a sustainable energy system. The concept of post-combustion capture is based on the selective 
chemical absorption of carbon dioxide (CO2). A heat-induced regeneration of the solvent generates the 
highly concentrated CO2 stream suitable for storage.  
In this work, ammonia is evaluated as an absorbent of CO2 in post-combustion capture processes. The 
major goals of this thesis are to define favorable applications and local conditions for ammonia-based 
post-combustion capture processes. The current benchmarking absorbent, monoethanolamine (MEA), 
is associated with specific drawbacks, such as a high heat requirement for regeneration and a tendency 
to undergo degradation during operation. Several novel absorbents, including ammonia, have been 
proposed as being superior to MEA in these aspects. The major disadvantage of ammonia is its 
volatility, which results in loss of absorbent (slip). 
This thesis reveals the results of experimental, technical and economic performance analyses. To 
evaluate the capture process, validation of thermodynamic models of the NH3-CO2-H2O system is 
required. These thermodynamic models rely on a comprehensive experimental data on the solid-
liquid-gas equilibrium for all operating conditions. This work presents new gas-liquid equilibrium data 
for temperatures that are relevant to the absorber (<25°C), which is an operating range of no prior 
industrial interest. This work presents the results of simulations of the absorption, desorption and 
ammonia control processes, for both the individual component level and the aggregated capture cycle. 
The performance of ammonia-based post-combustion capture is evaluated under various operational 
and local conditions. The design of a full-scale, ammonia-based capture process is described and the 
cost of capture is estimated for the present process integrated with a coal-fired power plant. Special 
attention is focused on the design of the absorber system. In this thesis, a dual absorber with 
intermediate cooling is proposed as an essential measure to reduce ammonia slip. Preferable operating 
conditions for the absorber system are defined as: lean and rich CO2 loadings of 0.25 and 0.50, 
respectively; and a concentration of ammonia (CO2-free) of 14.3wt%. 
The thesis concludes that ammonia-based absorbents represent a feasible alternative to the first- and 
second-generation absorbents for post-combustion capture of CO2. The specific total heat requirement 
for ammonia-based capture is calculated to be approximately 3,000 kJ/kg CO2. The most serious 
problem identified with respect to the ammonia process is the cost of reducing the ammonia slip to 
allowable levels. This concern limits the locations at which the present process could be implemented 
with commercial success. Successful application of ammonia-based post-combustion capture is 
expected to be achieved at locations that are characterized by access to low-temperature cooling water 
(~5°C) and a high concentration of CO2  (~15vol%). 
Keywords: ammonia, carbon dioxide, carbon capture, process simulations, power plant, cost of capture  
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 Introduction 1.
 
Global warming resulting from anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases may be the greatest 
environmental challenge that our society has ever faced. In the IPCCs Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), 
it is stated that it is extremely likely that global warming is caused by human influence, mainly through 
the combustion of fossil-based fuels, leading to the emission of greenhouse gases, especially carbon 
dioxide (CO2) [1]. 
In 2012, fossil fuels represented 82% of the world’s primary energy consumption. Figure 1.1 shows 
the primary energy consumption levels for oil, gas, and coal in megatons of oil equivalents (Mtoe). 
Even though the total consumption of fossil fuels has stagnated in the OECD countries, there is a 
steady increase in the global consumption of fossil fuels, which can be attributed to the developing 
economies [2]. In the World Energy Outlook 2013 (WEO 2013) [3], three scenarios based on future 
emission policies are presented: 1) a business-as-usual scenario (Current Policies Scenario); 2) a more 
stringent scenario (New Policies Scenario); and 3) a very stringent policy scenario (the 450 Scenario). 
The 450 Scenario implies that the atmospheric carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2,e
1
) concentration 
should not exceed 450 ppm, which gives a 50% chance that the global average temperature increase 
can be kept to <2°C, as compared with pre-industrial levels. In all of the scenarios, the consumption of 
fossil fuels is expected to increase between Years 2011 and 2035, except in the 450 Scenario, which 
entails cuts in coal (-1200 Mtoe) and oil (-500 Mtoe) consumption [3], although the use of gas is still 
expected to increase by 500 Mtoe.  
 
Figure 1.1 Global primary energy consumption (Mtoe) levels of oil, gas, and coal for the period 1965–2013 [2].  
 
An essential measure to reduce CO2 emission is to introduce a cost for emitting CO2 to the 
atmosphere. In Europe, the Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) has been established, whereby a cap is 
set for total CO2 emissions and the market determines the price of emission permits. However, in 
recent times (2013–2014), this price have been far lower than what is required to push forward 
extensive investments in CO2 abatement technologies; allowance prices have been in the range of 3–6 
€/tCO2 [4]. Thus, the estimates made in WEO 2013 for the carbon prices that would be required to 
                                                     
1
 Includes all greenhouse gases, where the non-carbon dioxide gases are accounted for by their greenhouse effect potential. 
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meet the above-mentioned 450 ppm scenario in the ETS system range from 26 to 88 €/tCO2 over the 
period 2020–2035, as shown in Figure 1.2 [3].   
 
Figure 1.2 The price of ETS CO2 emission permits both historically [4] and for three future policy scenarios 
according to WEO 2013 [3]. The prices are converted to €2013 from $2012 per tCO2. 
 
For the 450 Scenario, there is a need for significant cuts in the CO2 emissions from fossil-based 
processes. One option to reduce CO2 levels in the atmosphere is to use carbon capture and storage 
(CCS). CCS is the only measure that significantly reduces the CO2 emissions associated with the use 
of fossil fuels and that prevents the premature decommissioning of existing plants. The alternative to 
CCS is the deconstruction and phasing out of a large share of the infrastructure of fossil fuel-based 
processes over a few decades [5]. However, such a reduction in the use of fossil fuel will not be 
facilitated by the lack of accessible fossil fuels. Large reserves of fossil fuels, especially coal, still 
remain [2]. Even though the largest share of greenhouse gas emissions is linked to the energy sector 
(25%), the contribution from the industrial sector is not far behind (21%) [6]. Industrial sectors, such 
as refining, metallurgy, and cement plants, all consume significant amounts of fossil fuels as integral 
parts of their respective processes. While carbon-neutral options exist for the energy sector, industrial 
processes may be associated with inertia in terms of the transition towards allowable emission limits. 
Rootzén and Johnsson [7] identified the development CCS as a key priority for three key energy-
intensive industrial processes (steel, cement, and refining) to meet the emission targets set for industry. 
The driving force behind CCS is eventually going to be the relationship between the cost of the whole 
CCS chain (capture, transport, and storage) and the price of CO2 emission permits. The different 
policy scenarios (Figure 1.2) will determine when CCS will be required to meet the required 
reductions in emissions.  
The concept underlying CCS is the capture of CO2 from large point source emitters, e.g., power plants 
and industries, by separating the CO2 from the flue gas. The concentrated CO2 stream is thereafter 
transported to a suitable geologic storage site. Geologic storage has been employed since 1996 in 
capturing CO2 on the Sleipner platform, with subsequent storage in the Utsira formation [8]. Three 
different “first-generation” capture technologies are usually discussed: post-combustion capture; pre-
combustion capture; and oxy-fuel combustion. Whereas the two latter technologies are associated with 
significant alterations to the original process, post-combustion capture is the most sensible retrofit 
option, in that it can be applied to an existing plant. This thesis evaluates the prospects of a post-
combustion CCS technology. Even though post-combustion capture of CO2 is a proven technology on 
the pilot scale, further research on the operation, safety, cost, and optimization of the process will be 
required before full-scale commercialization can be realized. 
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1.1. Objectives 
The overall objective of the work presented in this thesis is to carry out experimental, technical, and 
economic evaluations of the performance of ammonia-based, post-combustion capture. Given the 
variety of CO2 point sources under different conditions, e.g., flue gas CO2 concentrations, integration 
possibilities, and the local environment, knowledge is needed to define the on-site characteristics 
required for successful implementation of ammonia-based, post-combustion capture. This thesis aims 
to contribute to the evaluation and development of ammonia-based, post-combustion capture, 
primarily within the following three areas:  
(i) Evaluation of the fundamental framework of the NH3-CO2-H2O system. This involves a review of 
the existing experimental outcomes and thermodynamic modeling results on the NH3-CO2-H2O 
system, so as to execute state-of-the-art in thermodynamic modeling of the system. Furthermore, this 
work generates new experimental phase equilibrium data at temperatures below 25°C, facilitating the 
generation or validation of thermodynamic models.  
(ii) Design and optimization of unit operations within the capture process. This part of the work aims 
to optimize the operating conditions for ammonia-based, post-combustion capture with respect to the 
heat requirement, CO2 capture efficiency, and ammonia slip. Each of the major process units 
(absorber, stripper, and water wash) are evaluated individually and combined in the ammonia-based, 
post-combustion capture process.  
 (iii) Implementation and integration of the capture process. This work aims to estimate the capital 
expenditures (CAPEX) and operating expenditures (OPEX) of the implementation of the ammonia-
based capture process. A prerequisite for this is a detailed process description of a full-scale capture 
process.  
1.2. Outline of the thesis 
This thesis is based on five papers (Papers I–V). Paper I represents the second part of a two-part 
publication; the first part (Paper A) is appended to the thesis. As the methodology presented in Paper 
A was developed primarily by one of the co-authors, this methodology is not in focus in the present 
thesis. The thesis starts with the present Introduction, which summarizes the appended papers and 
places the work in a broader perspective. Chapter 1 of the Introduction gives the background and the 
aims of the thesis. Post-combustion capture is introduced in general terms in Chapter 2, and the 
ammonia-based, post-combustion capture process is outlined specifically in Chapter 3. The overall 
methodology of the thesis, presented in Chapter 4, includes a validation of the thermodynamic models. 
The results of the thesis are divided into three chapters. Chapters 5–7 comprise discussions of the 
operation of the capture process at the technical, process, and economic levels. The Discussion, 
Conclusions, and Suggestions for Future Work are given in Chapters 8, 9 and 10, respectively. In 
brief, the appended papers cover the following topics: 
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Paper I A literature review of the gas- and liquid-phase equilibrium composition data for the 
NH3-CO2-H2O system reveals a lack of data for the temperature range of the absorber. 
The equilibrium partial pressures of CO2 at these temperatures are measured by gas 
chromatography. The methodology for liquid speciation by Raman spectroscopy, 
presented in Paper A (Appendix), is employed to elucidate the carbon distribution in 
the liquid phase. Predictions based on an existing thermodynamic model are compared 
with the experimental data. 
  
Paper II The reaction rate of absorption of CO2 to aqueous ammonia is addressed. A rate-based 
simulation approach is used to establish a predictive model of the absorption column. 
The absorber model is validated against experimental pilot plant data. The 
performances of different absorber designs are evaluated. The operating conditions and 
the design of the absorber are presented. 
  
Paper III Equilibrium-based process simulations is used to model the behavior of the carbon 
capture process of ammonia-based post-combustion capture of CO2. The paper 
evaluates the heat requirement at different process conditions. Operating conditions are 
suggested where the heat requirement is minimized. 
  
Paper IV The slip of ammonia from the capture process is a major problem associated with the 
ammonia-based CO2 capture process. This paper explains the primary operational 
measures that can be used to reduce ammonia slip. Three different ammonia control 
designs are evaluated with respect to reduction potential, energy penalty, and cost. 
Paper IV suggests a suitable strategy for ammonia control and defines the site-specific 
conditions that are advantageous for ammonia control. 
  
Paper V The conclusions from the Papers I–IV are implemented into the design of a full-scale, 
ammonia-based capture process. A detailed process description of a full-scale 
ammonia-based capture process is presented. The capture process is integrated with a 
coal-fired power plant. Based on a detailed equipment list, the CAPEX and OPEX 
values of the ammonia process are calculated.  
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 Post-Combustion Carbon Dioxide Capture 2.
 
2.1. Process design 
Absorption of acid gases has been utilized for many decades - the first patent of an industrial process 
dates back to the 1930’s [9]. At that time, the purpose was to increase the purity of natural gas by 
absorbing acid gases, such as CO2 and H2S. The general setup of the absorption process has remained 
the same and includes two columns, one in which CO2 is absorbed by the liquid solvent (absorber), 
and one in which CO2 is released (stripper). The driving force for the separation between the two 
columns is a temperature and/or pressure difference. The absorber, stripper, and a heat exchanger 
placed in between make up the essential units of a post-combustion capture process. A schematic of a 
generic post-combustion capture process is presented in Figure 2.1. The flue gas stream (stream A in 
Figure 2.1) enters the bottom of the absorber column (unit 1 in Figure 2.1). At the top of the absorber, 
a liquid (Stream C) is distributed over a packing material, flowing countercurrent to the flue gases. 
The liquid consists of an absorbent that selectively absorbs CO2. The absorbent is usually diluted with 
water. The absorption reaction is exothermal, so there is a temperature increase in the reactive parts of 
the column. A common design target is to, within the absorber capture 90% of the CO2 in the flue 
gases [10]. Other gaseous species, such as nitrogen in the case of flue gas cleaning, are expected to be 
inert within the absorber.  
The liquid stream that enters the top of the absorber is referred to as the CO2-lean stream (Stream C) 
because it contains a small amount of CO2 and has the capacity to absorb more CO2. The liquid stream 
that exits the bottom of the absorber is called the CO2-rich stream (Stream D). The amount of CO2 that 
is captured is represented by the CO2-loading (mole CO2/mole absorbent) in the liquid phase. The 
commonly used terminology for post-combustion capture is given in Table 2.1. A concept that is 
introduced in Paper II is that of Absorber loading, which describes the mole-ratio of the absorbent in 
the lean stream to the CO2 in the flue gas stream. More commonly, the relationship between the liquid 
(L) and gas (G) flow rates (L/G-ratio) is calculated. However, this relationship is linked mainly to the 
flows through the column. Absorber loading becomes an important design parameter for evaluating 
the reactive process in the absorber. 
Table 2.1 Nomenclature for the design parameters used in post-combustion capture. The stream notation 
corresponds to that shown in Figure 2.1 
Variable Definition Unit 
Lean-CO2 loading  ̇    ̇   ⁄  (Stream C) - 
Rich-CO2 loading  ̇    ̇   ⁄  (Stream D) - 
CO2 capture efficiency  ̇    Stream E/ ̇    Stream A [%] 
Ammonia slip  ̇    Stream B/ ̇     Stream A [ppm] 
Absorber loading  ̇    Stream C/ ̇    Stream A - 
Heat requirement for regeneration Qreboiler/ ̇    Stream E [kJ/kg CO2] 
Heat requirement for ammonia stripping QNH3, stripper/ ̇    Stream E [kJ/kg CO2] 
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The CO2-rich stream that exits the absorber is transported to the rich/lean heat exchanger (Unit 2), 
where the stream is heated. In the stripper column (Unit 3), heat is added to a reboiler, in which the 
absorption reactions are reversed. This heat is supplied in the form of a process steam (Stream F). One 
of the most important performance indicators of post-combustion capture is the amount of heat (kJth) 
that is required to release a certain amount of CO2 (kg CO2 captured). This parameter is referred to as 
the specific heat requirement of regeneration or the specific reboiler duty (kJ/kg CO2). The outlet 
streams from the stripper are: the liquid CO2 lean stream that exits the bottom of the stripper; and the 
gaseous stream of concentrated CO2 that is discharged from the top of the stripper. Heat from the lean 
stream is retaining by heat exchange with the rich stream, thereby closing the loop. The CO2 stream is 
purified by condensing the residual water and absorbent. To be suitable for transport via a pipeline, the 
CO2 needs to be in a supercritical state (Stream E). This means that the pressure has to be >70 bar at 
room temperature. The pressurization of the CO2 is carried out in several stages with intermediate 
intercooling (Unit 4).  
1
2
3
4
A
B
F
E
C
D
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of a generic post-combustion CO2 capture process. 1, Absorber; 2, rich/lean heat 
exchanger; 3, stripper; 4, CO2 compression; A, flue gas stream; B, gas to stack; C, process steam; D, compressed 
CO2. 
 
2.2. Absorbents 
Either a physical or a chemical absorbent can be used for post-combustion capture of CO2. In contrast 
to chemical absorbents, physical absorbents are non-reactive and rely solely on the solubility of the 
gas in the liquid. In chemical absorption, the CO2 reacts with the absorbent and forms a weakly 
bonded compound in a process that can easily be reversed by applying heat. This thesis focuses on 
chemical absorption. The development of absorbents is one of the most important areas of research 
into the performance of post-combustion capture processes. Absorbents are evaluated with respect to a 
number of performance indicators, the most important of which are: 
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 Absorption kinetics 
 Heat requirement for regeneration 
 Persistence to degradation 
 CO2-loading capacity 
 Corrosiveness  
 Volatility 
 Price 
 Toxicity 
 Ease of operation 
It should be noted in order to be considered as interesting, all candidate absorbents must fulfill to some 
extent all the above criteria. The most well-established absorbents include alkanolamines, sterically 
hindered amines, and piperazine. 
Primary, secondary and tertiary alkanolamines 
The absorbents that are most commonly used in post-combustion capture are alkanolamine-based, 
with the most frequently reported being primary (monoethanolamine; MEA), secondary 
(diethanolamine; DEA) and tertiary (triethanolamine; TEA) amines. These compounds differ with 
respect to the number of hydroxyl groups per amino group (see below for the molecular structures). In 
the primary amines, there is one hydroxyl group per amino group, whereas in the tertiary amines, there 
are three hydroxyl groups per amino group. In the case of the tertiary amine methyl diethanolamine 
(MDEA), one of the hydroxyl groups is replaced by a methyl group. Primary amines are generally 
more alkaline. In general, primary and secondary amines have faster reaction rates but suffer from a 
high heat requirement for regeneration, as compared with tertiary amines. An important area of 
research is to investigate combinations of different types of amines with positive synergies and 
optimal properties. For example, tertiary alkanolamines can be mixed with primary and secondary 
alkanolamines to reduce the heat requirement for regeneration. 
MEA has for a long time been considered as the benchmarking absorbent for post-combustion capture. 
Thus, it is the absorbent with which other absorbents are compared. The ability of MEA to capture 
CO2 at low partial pressures and its reliable operation have made it the absorbent of choice for many 
current industrial applications (e.g., the removal of CO2 from natural gas and synthesis gases). Other 
advantages are a relatively low molecular weight, high alkalinity, and a long experience with its 
application [11]. However, the MEA process has inherent disadvantages, in that it has a tendency to 
degrade during operation, especially in oxidative environments; and it has a relatively high heat 
requirement for regeneration. Depending on the process conditions, the heat requirement can be 
3,200–5,000 MJ/kg CO2 [10]. The MEA concentration is usually 30 wt%, and the CO2 loading ranges 
from 0.21 to 0.47. The absorber is operated under atmospheric conditions and at around 40°C, with a 
temperature profile that peaks at 80°C. The stripper conditions are restricted to 2.2 bar at 130°C, to 
avoid degradation. 
Sterically hindered amines 
Another group of amines comprises the sterically hindered amines. One example is the sterically 
hindered version of MEA, 2-amin-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP). The sterical hindrance of the amino 
group prohibits the formation of a stable carbamate, as occurs in the cases of primary and secondary 
amines. The formation of an unstable carbamate allows subsequent formation of bicarbonate, which 
can carry one mole of CO2 per mole of amine, as compared to carbamate, which only carries one mole 
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of CO2 per two moles of amine. This means that sterically hindered amines are associated with lower 
heat requirement for regeneration and lower equipment costs, whereas they do not have the poor 
reaction rates of tertiary amines. Proprietary absorbents, such as KS-1 produced by Mitsubishi [12], 
are based on sterically hindered amines. The performance data for these absorbents are sparse, 
although a heat requirement of 2,600 kJ/kg CO2 and loading capacities higher than that of MEA have 
been claimed [12]. 
Piperazine 
An absorbent that recently has received a lot of attention and that may offer several advantages is 
piperazine (PZ). PZ is a diamine with capacity to absorb 2 moles of CO2 per mole of PZ. The 
advantages of PZ are a low heat requirement (2,600 MJ/kg CO2, according to simulations), a much 
faster absorption rate, less degradation, less corrosion, and lower volatility [13]. However, the 
chemistry of the PZ solution is more complex than that of other amine-based processes because 
zwitterions and precipitation are required to describe the PZ-CO2-H2O system. The process is operated 
with 40wt% PZ solution and an absorber temperature of 40°C. A disadvantage is that the operating 
range of the CO2 loading is narrow (0.31–0.41 mol/2∙mol PZ), so as to avoid precipitation. The 
complex chemistry of PZ also demands a more complex process design. The regeneration process is 
divided into a high-temperature, two-flash system at two pressure levels. Pilot plants that use PZ are 
uncommon. The University of Texas at Austin has successfully operated a 0.1-MW pilot plant with 
the two-flash regeneration system [14]; the heat requirement was 3,230 MJ/kg CO2. 
     
Monoethanolamine  Diethanolamine  Methyl 
diethanolamine  
2-Amino-2-methyl-1-
propanol  
Piperazine  
(MEA) (DEA) (MDEA) (AMP) (PZ) 
 
Amine degradation 
As mentioned above, amines have a tendency to undergo degradation during operation. This means 
that the absorbent has to be continuously replaced and the used absorbent has to be dispatched. There 
are three main reaction routes for MEA. 1) thermal degradation; 2) oxidative degradation; and 3) 
carbamate polymerization [15]. Thermal degradation becomes increasingly important at temperatures 
>130°C. Oxidative degradation is more important as it involves reactions with the oxygen in the flue 
gas, as well as impurities, such as SOx and NOx. Since MEA is very sensitive to SOx and NOx, these 
pollutants must be removed before entry into the absorber, with the concentration of SOx ideally being 
<10 ppm [16]. Some degradation products are particularly dangerous (carcinogenic), e.g., the 
nitrosamines, which are formed through oxidative degradation through reactions with NO2 and 
amines. The levels of nitrosamines need to be controlled before the gas from the absorber can be 
released to the atmosphere [17]. The consumption of MEA due to degradation can be as high as 3.6 kg 
MEA/tCO2 captured [18]. To remove the degradation product, a slipstream from the process is 
directed to a reclaimer, where heat is applied to remove non-volatile products. The non-volatile part of 
the slipstream is dispatched as reclaimer waste. Absorbents with very low partial pressures are not 
easily evaporated in the reclaimer. The most common reclaimer waste handling procedure is 
incineration. Efforts have been made to find alternatives for the reclaimer waste disposal, such as 
biological degradation [19], incineration, and application as a NOx-reducing agent via selective non-
catalytic reduction (SNCR) [20]. The cost of amine loss is expected to be less than 5 $/tCO2 (not 
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including waste handling) [10]. The loss of absorbent is, however, not the only problem associated 
with amine degradation. The degradation products can cause other problems, such as foaming, fouling, 
plugging, increased viscosity, and perhaps the most problematic, increased corrosion. The rate of 
degradation is even catalyzed by corrosion products (metal ions) [21]. Figure 2.2 shows the rates of 
development of degradation products and metals in the solvent over time, as reported by Reider and 
Unterberger [21]. The figure shows that the rate of degradation increases in the presence of corrosion 
products. While the amine-based absorbent performs well with respect to most of the criteria, the 
problem of degradation persists. Efforts have been made to identify absorbents that are less prone to 
degradation, e.g., potassium carbonate and ammonia, with the latter being in focus in the present work. 
 
Figure 2.2 Development of degradation products and metals during a measurement campaign. Source: Reider 
and Unterberger [21]. 
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 Ammonia as Absorbent of Carbon Dioxide 3.
 
Ammonia has emerged as a plausible alternative absorbent of CO2 in post-combustion capture. The 
aim of this chapter is to introduce the theory of CO2 absorption into aqueous ammonia, as well as to 
outline previous work performed in the field of ammonia-based, post-combustion capture. The 
outcomes of the previous studies include experimental, process simulation, and pilot plant results. 
Much work has been conducted on the NH3-CO2-H2O system over the years. Both experimental 
equilibrium phase composition data and reaction kinetics data are important for this work. These data 
are used as the basis for thermodynamic modeling and for process simulations of ammonia-based, 
post-combustion capture. Developing thermodynamic models of the equilibrium behavior of the NH3-
CO2-H2O system has been ongoing for many decades. These models have been used extensively in 
simulation studies of the capture process. In the past 8 years, at least nine different pilot plants with 
thermal capacities in the range of 0.025–54 MWth have been employed to demonstrate the operation of 
ammonia-based, post-combustion capture. 
In 1997, the group of Bai et al. [22] was one of the first to propose ammonia as an absorbent of flue 
gas CO2. They discovered that ammonia has a high capture capacity, up to 1 kg CO2/kg NH3. 
However, it was also noted that the high volatility of ammonia could be a major issue. Since the 
publication of the paper of Bai et al. [22], different processes with ammonia as the absorbent of CO2 
have been proposed, including the chilled ammonia process, the ECO2 process, and the aqueous 
ammonia process. 
Chilled ammonia process 
It was not until 2006, when the “Chilled ammonia process” (CAP) was patented [23], that ammonia-
based, post-combustion capture started to receive attention. The CAP was proposed to have several 
advantages over the amine-based processes, including a significantly lower heat requirement for 
regeneration, less degradation, and a higher CO2 loading capacity [24]. An important feature of the 
initial concept of the CAP was that precipitation was expected to occur in the low-temperature stage of 
the process. Thus, a slurry is formed, which has consequences for the process design. Due to slurry 
formation during the absorption, the absorber is a combination of an open spray tower and a flooded 
tray. To reduce ammonia slip and increase the capture capacity, absorption should occur at low 
temperatures (0°–20°C). These low absorber temperatures are achieved through refrigeration. The rich 
stream contains 10%–15% crystals; using a hydrocyclone, the solid content can be increased to 50%–
60%. Then, a slurry pump is used to increase the pressure of the slurry to 20–40 bar. The stripper is 
operated at the same pressure and in the temperature range of 100°–150°C [24]. The company Alstom 
has been leading the development of the CAP. As presented in Figure 3.2, pilot plants have been 
commissioned since Year 2006, and the process has been developed in the intervening period. As the 
original version of the CAP proved to be operationally problematic, there has been a gradual shift of 
the CAP toward the operational conditions of the aqueous ammonia process, i.e., without precipitation. 
The most recent pilot plant is the 40-MWth pilot plant based at Mongstad [25]. 
ECO2  
The proprietary process ECO2 (Powerspan) has been developed since 2004 in cooperation with the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) [26]. The process 
is based on principles similar to those of the CAP. However, they propose a multi-pollutant control 
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system in which SOx and NOx reduction is also possible. In a pre-treatment unit located upsteam the 
absorber, ammonia is used to capture both SOx and NOx simultaneously. A 1-MWth pilot plant at 
FirstEnergys’s R.E. Berger Plant was constructed in Year 2008 to evaluate the process. An 
independent assessment of the ECO2 process revealed a heat requirement of 1000 Btu/lb CO2 (2326 
kJ/kg CO2) [27]. There were early plans for two demonstration plants with capacities of up to 120 
MW, where the CO2 was going to be used for enhanced oil recovery (EOR). Although both plants 
were scheduled to enter operation in Year 2012, the plan either got canceled or was shifted to another 
capture technology [28]. 
Aqueous ammonia process 
Another configuration of ammonia-based, post-combustion capture is the aqueous ammonia process 
(AAP). Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of an AAP capture facility. The initial process description by 
Bai et al. [22] is similar to the AAP. The AAP will be the process configuration in focus in this thesis. 
The operating conditions and process design of AAP differ somewhat from the CAP. The major 
differences are that precipitation is not allowed to occur, and that the water concentration is higher. 
Precipitation is alleviated primarily through a decreased concentration of ammonia, which means that 
more water is added. The AAP operates at an ammonia concentration in the range of 5–15 wt%, 
whereas the CAP operates at 28wt% [29]. The lack of solids allows for a more typical absorber design, 
i.e., a packed column. Another difference is that the absorber operating temperature is as low as the 
available cooling media allows, so refrigeration is not used. The AAP may entail a higher cost for 
equipment due to the extra water, as well as a higher heat requirement than the CAP. However, the 
absence of slurry handling makes the process much easier to operate. The AAP process has been 
demonstrated at the pilot plant scale by Yu et al. [30], wherein a low concentration of ammonia (5 
wt%) was used. 
 
Figure 3.1 Detailed schematic of an ammonia-based, post-combustion process. A, Flue gas conditioning and 
cooling system; B, CO2 capture cycle; C, ammonia abatement cycle; D, CO2 compression. 1. Flue gas 
conditioning; 2, absorber; 3, rich/lean heat exchanger; 4, stripper; 5, water wash; 6, ammonia stripper; 7, CO2 
wash; 8, multi-stage compression.  
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Ammonia emission control methods 
The high volatility of ammonia means that the stream that exits the top of the absorber may contain a 
significant amount of ammonia. This ammonia is referred to as slip. A common design limitation for 
ammonia emissions is that the discharge concentration of ammonia in the stack may not exceed 10 
ppm. The ammonia emission limits may vary between different countries and may even be site-
specific. However, the limits are always close to 10 ppm. The National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH) has listed 25 ppm as the time-weighted average limit for 8-hour exposure 
intervals. 
The most common method to control the emission of ammonia is to use a so-called “ammonia 
abatement cycle” (Process C in Figure 3.1). The emission of ammonia is reduced with a water wash 
(Unit 5 in Figure 3.1) before discharge. The ammonia-containing solution is regenerated to recover 
most of the ammonia to the CO2 capture cycle (Unit 6). Different primary and secondary methods to 
reduce the problem of ammonia slip are evaluated in Paper IV. The ammonia abatement cycle is the 
most commonly proposed ammonia recovery method. The ammonia is captured in a water wash, and 
the captured ammonia is directed to an ammonia stripper where heat (steam) is applied to concentrate 
the ammonia in the gas phase. This method is regenerative, as the ammonia can be re-introduced into 
the process. The primary operating cost of ammonia abatement cycle is the cost of process steam. 
Other ammonia control methods that are evaluated in Paper IV are staged absorption, chilled 
absorption and acid washing. The chilled absorption option is a primary ammonia recovery method, in 
which the partial pressure of ammonia is reduced by decreasing the operating temperature of the 
absorber. Process chilling is used to reduce the operating temperature (5°C). This process requires 
electricity. When the acid wash option is applied the water in the water wash is replaced with dilute 
acid (e.g., sulfuric acid). The acid reduces the pH-level, thereby enhancing ammonia absorption. A 
commercial by-product is formed, although both ammonia and sulfuric acid are consumed in the 
process. 
3.1. Previous work on ammonia-based post-combustion 
Pilot plants 
Since 2006, a considerable amount of work has performed on ammonia-based, post-combustion 
capture, including the construction of nine pilot-scale plants (see Figure 3.2). The company Alstom 
has been pushing the development of the CAP and is responsible for five of the pilot plants that have 
entered operation. The company Powerspan has also demonstrated their ECO2 process on a pilot scale 
[26]. Other organizations that have evaluated ammonia-based post-combustion in pilot-scale plants are 
the Research Institute of Industrial Science and Technology (RIST) in Korea [31] and the 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) in Australia [30]. Many of 
the planned demonstration-scale plants have been canceled due to unclear forward-looking policies 
with respect to emissions targets or due to lack of funding [28]. Although the cancellations have not 
been confined to ammonia-based post-combustion, many of the planned CCS-related projects have 
been canceled. The only pilot plant that is currently operating is the 40-MWth plant located at 
Mongstad TCM [25]. The most comprehensive operational results for ammonia-based post-
combustion come from the work conducted by CSIRO,  published by Yu et al. [30]. The 
experimentally determined CO2 capture efficiency along the height of the absorber is used for the 
model validation in Paper II. In their pilot plant, they also used a pre-treatment unit in an attempt to 
capture SOx and NOx. The results showed an almost 95% reduction in SOx levels but no measureable 
reduction of NOx levels. 
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Figure 3.2 Overview of pilot plants and planned demonstration plants using ammonia as the absorbent. The 
colors of the symbols indicate the responsible supplier or organization.  Location/Project: 1, Växjö; 2, Pleasant 
Prairie; 3, Berger; 4, Pohang Steel Works; 5, AEP Mountaineer; 6, Karlshamn; 7, Munmorah; 8, Pohang Steel 
Works; 9, Mongstad TCM; 10. AEP Mountaineer (canceled); 11, Transalta (canceled); 12, Getica – CET Turceni 
(?); 13, Mongstad CCM (canceled). (Assumptions are made where only the flue gas flow rate or electric capacity 
is given) 
 
Process simulations 
Process simulations of ammonia-based post-combustion have been performed by a number of research 
groups [32-34]. Several studies have evaluated the specific heat requirement of ammonia regeneration, 
with large discrepancies between sources, as shown in Figure 3.3. Paper III discusses these 
discrepancies. As a reference, the corresponding heat requirement of MEA regeneration is 3,200–
5,000 kJ/kg CO2 captured (mostly around 3,700 kJ/kg CO2). In Figure 3.3, the methodologies that have 
been used in the studies are indicated. The early publications [24, 26, 35] estimated that the heat 
requirement was governed by the reaction between ammonium carbonate and ammonium bicarbonate 
(R1). This is an important feature of the CAP, which, if achievable, would entail a low heat 
requirement in the range of 1,000–1,500 kJ/kg CO2.  
    
     
      ( )          
       
                  (R1) 
 
Most of the process simulation estimates has been performed with an equilibrium-controlled 
absorption in Aspen Plus. Paper III, which is also included in Figure 3.3, shows that it is not possible 
to run the process according to reaction R1. The equilibrium-based simulations result in a heat 
requirement for ammonia regeneration in the range of 2,000–3,000 kJ/kg CO2. In recent years, rate-
based simulations of the absorption have been performed. These simulations indicate a heat 
requirement >3,000 kJ/kg CO2. In the study conducted by Zhang and Guo [34], they have developed a 
rate-based model for the pilot plant data from the Munmorah pilot plant [30]. The pilot plant operation 
reported a heat requirement of 4,000–4,200 kJ/kg CO2, while the simulation showed a heat 
requirement of 3,630 kJ/kg CO2. However, as mentioned in Paper III, the pilot plant operating 
conditions were not ideal with respect to heat requirement. A more-optimized process with respect to 
heat requirement is presented in Paper V, with the results showing a heat requirement of 3,060 kJ/kg 
CO2.  
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Figure 3.3 Data from the literature on the heat requirement for regeneration. The sources according to the 
evaluation method used: Estimate [24, 26, 35]; Equilibrium-based [29, 32, 36-40]; Rate-based [34]; Pilot plant 
[27, 30]. (In the Estimate case, the overall process is estimated to be governed by the reaction between 
ammonium carbonate and ammonium bicarbonate, i.e., reaction R1) 
 
Process integration and economic estimations 
The ammonia-based post-combustion carbon capture process may be applied to any type of CO2 
emission source. Most process integration studies have been performed on power plants. Table 3.1 
presents the results and economic assumptions made in studies of ammonia-based, post-combustion of 
CO2 integrated with power plants. The power plant efficiency decrease reported in most of the studies 
is in the range of 8.4%–9.2%. Two separate studies has estimated the cost of capture at 39.2 €2013/tCO2 
[33] and 60.2 €2013/tCO2 [41]. The economic assumptions and results from Paper V are also included in 
Table 3.1. Studies on capture from industrial process with the AAP are sparse. However, the aim of 
much of the work performed at RIST [31] has been integration with the iron-making industry, and an 
upcoming study (not included in this thesis) will investigate integration with the aluminum [42] and 
refining [43] industries. 
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Table 3.1 Studies in which ammonia-based, post-combustion capture of CO2 has been implemented with a 
power plant. 
Source Jilvero et al. 
[38] 
Linnenberg et 
al. [44] 
Versteeg and 
Rubin [41] 
Valenti et al. 
[33] 
Paper V 
Capture technology 
 
CAP AAP CAP AAP AAP 
Absorber modeling 
approach 
Eq.-based Eq.-based Eq.-based Eq.-based Rate-based 
Efficiency decrease 
[LHV %] 
9.2 % 8.5 % 11.2 %
1
 8.4 % 9.2% 
Annual load factor 
[h] 
- - 6570 7500 8000 
Interest rate 
[%] 
- - 8.25 8 7.5 
Economic life-time 
[years] 
- - 30 40 25 
Capture cost  
[€2013/tCO2] 
- - 60.2
2
 39.2
3
 35.0 
1 Higher heating value 
2 Converted from 73.2 $2007 
3 Converted from 38.6 €2012 
3.2. Chemistry of the NH3-CO2-H2O system 
The mixture of CO2 and aqueous ammonia forms a complex, weak electrolyte. Figure 3.4 shows an 
overview of the chemistry of the NH3-CO2-H2O system for the gas, liquid and solid phases. The gas 
phase is assumed to be non-reactive, and only the vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) of ammonia, CO2, 
and water is considered. As the liquid solution is a weak electrolyte, it includes both molecular and 
ionic species. The molecular species will dissociate to ions. Within the scope of this thesis, only one 
solid species is considered (ammonium bicarbonate;        ( )). Under conditions not considered 
in this work, other solid species may form. In this thesis, different approaches are used to represent the 
chemistry. When considering different absorption routes, i.e., which species the CO2 is bound to in the 
liquid, it can prove useful to look at the global reaction mechanisms. Thus, to identify the reactions 
between gaseous carbon and aqueous ammonia, which form the ionic products carbonate (   
  ), 
bicarbonate (    
 ), and carbamate (      
 ). This will give an indication of the enthalpy change 
of the different absorption routes, and thereby the heat of absorption. However, in the modeling of the 
NH3-CO2-H2O system, there are two approaches: equilibrium-based and rate-based. The equilibrium-
based approach is based on a set of reactions that dictate the degree of dissociation and thus, the liquid 
composition. In the rate-based approach, some of the CO2 absorption reactions account for the reaction 
kinetics. Both the equilibrium-based and rate-based approaches require an experimental basis. The 
experimental backgrounds of these two approaches are presented in Chapter 3.3. 
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Figure 3.4 Schematic of the chemistry of the NH3-CO2-H2O system, including designations of the species in the 
vapor, liquid and solid phases.  
 
Global reactions 
In an aqueous ammonia solution, gaseous CO2 may be absorbed through any of the global reactions 
R2–R4 [41, 45]. CO2 may be bound as carbonate, bicarbonate and carbamate depending on the 
operational conditions of the absorber. The reaction enthalpy (∆H in kJ/mol CO2) of the global 
reactions reflects the energy released when CO2 is absorbed in the liquid. From an enthalpy of reaction 
perspective, it is preferable to absorb CO2 through reactions R2 (bicarbonate) and R4 (carbamate) 
rather than through reaction R3 (carbonate). In the work performed by Qin et al. [45], the heat of 
absorption was measured at 40°C and 2.5 wt% NH3. At CO2 loadings in the range of 0.0–0.6, the heat 
of reaction was 60–80 kJ/mol CO2. This indicates that the absorption is governed by R4, and to some 
degree R2 and R3. In Paper III, the global reactions (R2–R4) are used to motivate the preferred 
operating conditions in which the heat requirement is reduced. 
   (  )     ( )           
      
                      (R2) 
    (  )     ( )          
     
                            (R3) 
    (  )     ( )     
        
                      (R4) 
 
3.3. Experimental work on the NH3-CO2-H2O system 
Equilibrium  
Experimental work on the ternary NH3-CO2-H2O system dates back to the end of the 1920’s. The 
focus of much of the early work was to determine the equilibrium composition of the system. In the 
work conducted by Jänecke et al. [46] from 1929, the possible solid-phase species of the system were 
identified. Most of the experimental data on the NH3-CO2-H2O system are available for the gas-phase 
composition at the VLE. During the last 20 years, there have also been some developments with 
respect to determining the carbon distribution in the liquid phase. Figure 3.5 shows a graphical 
representation of the conditions for which experimental data on equilibrium species distributions have 
been reported in the literature for the vapor phase (a) [24, 47-56] and the liquid phase (b) [57-61]. For 
each experimental data-point, there are two symbols, one for the ammonia molality (crosses) and one 
for the CO2 molality (triangles). The purpose of Figure 3.5 is to show where thermodynamic models 
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based on the data listed below can be expected to show predicitve capabilities. Comparing the 
temperature levels and ammonia and CO2 concentrations in Figure 3.5 to conditions that can be 
expected in a ammonia-based, post-combustion capture process, it becomes evident that there are more 
experiemtal data for the stripper conditions (100°–150°C)  than for the absorber condistions (0°–20°C) 
- there are few expermental data-points below 20°C. That there is a need for further experimental data 
is the premise of Paper I. The red symbols in Figure 3.5 denote the experimental conditions used in 
Paper I. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Graphical representation of the conditions for which experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium data exist 
for the liquid phase (a) and gas phase (b). The shaded areas, for the ranges of 0°–20°C and 100°–150°C, 
represent the operating conditions of the absorber and the stripper, respectively. Each ammonia concentration is 
represented by a cross and each CO2 concentration is represented by a triangle. The red symbols denote the 
experimental conditions used in Paper I. Source: Paper I. 
 
In Paper I, gas chromatography and Raman spectroscopy are used. However, other experimental 
methods can be used to evaluate the gas and liquid compositions at the VLE. The gas composition can 
be measured by gas absorption and back-titration [53] or by gas chromatography with a thermal 
conductivity detector [48, 49, 55]. Gas chromatography has been the method of choice since the 
1980’s. However, this methodology has not been applied for operational temperatures of <40°C. 
Different experimental measurement techniques can be used to determine the carbon distribution in the 
liquid phase, including nuclear magnetic resonance (
13
C-NMR) and Raman spectroscopy. Both of 
these techniques have been used in previous studies. For example, Ahn et al. [59], Mani et al. [62], and 
Holmes et al. [60] have used 
13
C-NMR, while Wen and Brooker [61], Zhao et al. [58], and Paper A 
have used Raman spectroscopy. All these experimental studies were performed at close to room 
temperature.  
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Reaction kinetics 
For the absorption of CO2 to aqueous ammonia, the carbamate and bicarbonate formation reactions 
(R5 and R6) are considered to be rate-determining [63]. According to the equilibrium speciation data 
presented in Paper I, CO2 is predominantly bound as carbamate at low CO2 loadings. The formation of 
bicarbonate is the main reaction that increases the CO2 loading to >0.5. The bicarbonate formation 
reaction (R6) has been investigated in the work of Pinsent et al. [64]. Carbamate formation can be 
regarded as the main reaction route for CO2 absorption at CO2 loadings <0.5. The carbamate reaction 
may be represented by either a two-step zwitterion mechanism (R7–R8) [65-67] or an Arrhenius 
expression (R5) [68, 69]. In R7 and R8, the letter ‘B’ denotes any base that is present in the liquid 
solution. Figure 3.6 shows the measured apparent kinetic rate of the carbamate formation reaction in 
five investigations as a function of temperature. The apparent reaction rate for the corresponding 
carbamate formation reaction in an MEA-based absorption process, as given by Versteeg et al. [70], is 
also included in Figure 3.6. The operating conditions are a CO2-free solution with an ammonia 
concentration of 1 kmol/m
3
. It is apparent from Figure 3.6 that there is no consensus with respect to 
the apparent reaction rate or even the temperature dependence of the carbamate reaction. However, the 
absorption rate of ammonia is likely to be slower than that of MEA. Figure 3.6 also includes a “Log. 
mean” reaction rate, which is proposed in Paper II. Due to the large discrepancy between the 
experimentally determined reaction rates, a logarithmic mean, “Log. mean”, between the most extreme 
reaction rates of Pinsent et al. [68] and Puxty et al. [69] is calculated. All three of these reaction rates 
are used in Paper II for the validation of a suitable absorber model. One reason for the large 
discrepancy between the sources could be the use of different experimental apparatuses to determine 
the carbamate reaction rates. The experimental apparatuses used were a wetted wall column [67, 69], a 
string of discs contactors [66], a stirred cell reactor [65] and a bubble reactor [68]. 
   (  )     (  )            
     
  (R5) 
  
   (  )    
      
  (R6) 
 
           
      (R7) 
   
              
      (R8) 
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Figure 3.6 Apparent kinetic reaction rates for carbamate formation (R5 and R7-8) as a function of temperature 
(molarity basis). The conditions correspond to a CO2-free solution with an ammonia concentration of 1 
kmol/m
3
.  The reaction rates described by Puxty et al. [69] and Pinsent et al. [68] and the “Log. mean” use an 
Arrhenius expression, while the remaining rates [65-67] are expressed as two-step zwitterion mechanisms. The 
apparent kinetic reaction rate for the MEA carbamate reaction is taken from Versteeg and van Swaaij [70]. 
Source: Paper II. 
 
3.4. Modeling of the NH3-CO2-H2O system  
Equilibrium-based 
As the NH3-CO2-H2O system is a mixture of molecular species and non-volatile ionic compounds, a 
detailed thermodynamic model framework is required to determine the phase behavior and 
composition. The liquid phase of an electrolyte solution requires an activity coefficient model to 
describe the interionic forces and the non-ideal behavior of the solution. An equation of state is also 
required to describe the vapor phase behavior, i.e., to calculate the fugacity coefficients. 
Thermodynamic models that describe the NH3-CO2-H2O system have been established by Darde et al. 
[71] and Que and Chen [72]. Common to these two thermodynamic models is the treatment of the 
VLE of ammonia, CO2, and water. In general, the liquid-phase chemistry is determined by following 
five ionic equilibrium-based reactions (R9–R13). The precipitation of ammonium bicarbonate 
       ( ) is included in all the models (R14). The equilibrium composition is determined by 
equilibrium constants for all the reactions (R9–R14), and the activity coefficient accounts for the non-
ideality of the mixture.  
Eq.      
      (R9) 
Eq.            
      (R10) 
Eq.             
     (R11) 
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         ( ) (R14) 
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However, the model developed by Darde et al. [71] also includes the solid states of ammonium 
carbonate (   )    ( ), ammonium carbamate           ( ), and ammonium sesqicarbonate 
(   )            ( )  The thermodynamic model presented by Darde et al. [71] is based on the 
extended UNIQUAC electrolyte model developed by Thomsen and Rasmussen [73]. The model of 
Darde et al. [71] has been used extensively in process simulations of both the CAP and AAP [32, 44, 
74, 75]. This model is also used in Paper I, to evaluate its predictive capabilities against the 
experimental data. The thermodynamic model of Que and Chen [72], used in Papers I–V, employs the 
electrolyte NRTL model developed by Chen et al. [76]. The electrolyte NRTL is the default electrolyte 
model used by the Aspen Plus v8.0 process simulation software.  
Rate-based 
Simulations of reactive processes that are limited by the reaction kinetics require a rate-based 
approach. Equilibrium simulations of such processes, e.g., the absorption, may lead to misleading 
conclusions. However, the absorption in post-combustion capture is fast enough to be characterized as 
liquid-film-controlled if a two-film assumption is used [66]. Thus, the bulk liquid is characterized by a 
low reactivity. Reactions R15–R22 show the rate-based reaction mechanism used in the NH3-CO2-
H2O system in the Aspen Plus process simulation software. In comparison to the equilibrium-based 
reaction mechanism (R9–R14), the forward and backward reaction rates for carbamate (R18–R19) and 
bicarbonate (R20–R21) replace R13 and R11, respectively [63]. The default rates in Aspen Plus for all 
the reactions are taken from the studies of Pinsent et al. [64, 68]. However, in Paper II, the reaction 
rates of Puxty et al. [69], the “Log. mean”, are evaluated as being representative of the forward and 
backward carbamate reactions (R18–R19). 
Eq.      
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3.5. Present status of the field 
Even though CO2 absorption into aqueous ammonia has been a subject of research for many decades, 
there are still areas in which advances are required. With respect to the experimental data on the NH3-
CO2-H2O system, there are abundant data on the equilibrium gas-phase composition, and far less data 
on the liquid-phase composition. With respect to the solid phase since 1929, very little, if any, 
dedicated work has been conducted on the precipitation behavior of the NH3-CO2-H2O system. There 
is a lack of VLE data at low temperatures (<20°C), and this is a crucial temperature range for both the 
CAP and the AAP. Thus, there is a need to produce more VLE data over a wider range of 
temperatures. Two primary thermodynamic models are currently used for process simulations of the 
CAP and the AAP: the models of Darde et al. [71] and Que and Chen [72]. It is unclear which of the 
models that has the most accurate predictive capability. In addition, many studies have been performed 
on evaluating the absorption reaction rate of CO2 in aqueous ammonia. However, the discrepancies 
between the sources are significant and it is unclear as to how these discrepancies affect the design of 
the absorber. There have been many simulation studies of the CAP and AAP in which absorption has 
been considered with an equilibrium assumption. These studies show good consensus, with a heat 
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requirement of around 2,500 kJ/kg CO2. However, there are still few published studies in which the 
absorption has been treated with rate-based simulations, and it remains unclear as to how the 
discrepant absorption reaction rates affect the results. In this context, pilot plant operation data can 
offer some insights. Among the nine reported pilot plants, only the work conducted by CSIRO [30] 
provides pilot plant data that is sufficiently detailed to facilitate any type of process simulation 
validation. This is also one of few studies in which the pilot plant design of an AAP is presented. 
However, there is a need to gather state-of-art experience and evaluate the cost of capture of a full-
scale AAP when it is attached to an existing process.  
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 Methodology 4.
 
This thesis evaluates various aspects related to the use of ammonia as an absorbent of CO2. Figure 4.1 
shows a schematic overview of the relationships between the methods applied in this work. The 
methodologies range from measuring the properties of the NH3-CO2-H2O system to estimating the 
capture cost for the AAP process. Modeling the capture process relies on thermodynamic models with 
strong predictive capabilities. Thermodynamic models of mixtures that include electrolytes are 
inherently difficult to describe theoretically, and require a thorough experimental basis. Highly 
important are the data on the gas- and liquid-phase compositions. In Paper I, the gas-phase CO2 
concentration and the liquid-phase carbon distribution are measured under the conditions for the 
absorption, which is not covered in any previous work. The measured data are compared with existing 
thermodynamic models to validate their capabilities to describe the system. The chosen 
thermodynamic model is applied to describe the individual units of the capture process. Paper II 
evaluates the design of the absorber with respect to capture efficiency, ammonia slip, and absorber 
height. Paper III evaluates the heat requirement for the ammonia regeneration process (CO2 
desorption) and proposes operational conditions that entail a low heat requirement. The issue of how 
to control ammonia slip is dealt with in Paper IV. This paper evaluates different ammonia control 
options and the conditions under which ammonia slip can be controlled most efficiently. Paper IV is 
closely related to the overall aim of the thesis, as it is the ammonia slip that dictates or sets the limits 
for when ammonia-based, post-combustion capture is favorable. In Paper V, a favorable CO2 source is 
integrated with the AAP. A coal-fired power plant is chosen as a suitable reference plant. In this paper, 
all the experience gained from previous studies is utilized to construct a detailed, full-size process that 
includes unit dimensions and thermal integration with the power plant. The detailed process 
description is then used to estimate the CAPEX and OPEX of the capture process. The final stage of 
the overall methodology of this thesis is to estimate the cost for CO2 capture. The column to the right 
in Figure 4.1 divides the methodologies into six categories. A detailed discussion of these categories is 
provided below. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic overview of the methodologies applied in this thesis. 
4.1. Validation of thermodynamic models 
Paper I presents new experimental data series in the range of 10°–40°C, 5 wt% and 10 wt% ammonia, 
and CO2-loadings in the range of 0.00–0.75. The experimental procedure determines the carbon 
distribution in both the gas and liquid phases. The equilibrium partial pressure of CO2 is determined by 
gas chromatography (Figure 4.2a). The operating conditions of the gas chromatograph are presented in 
Paper I. The carbon distributions in the liquid phase are categorized into carbonate (Figure 4.2b), 
bicarbonate (Figure 4.2c), and carbamate (Figure 4.2d). The liquid-phase distributions are determined 
by Raman spectroscopy. The liquid speciation methodology employed in Paper I is presented in the 
Appendix (Paper A). The method is based on partial-least-squares regression of the Raman spectra. 
Figure 4.2 shows some of the experimental data that are presented in Paper I. The operating conditions 
are 10 wt% ammonia (CO2-free) and CO2-loadings in the range of 0.00–0.75. The gas-phase samples 
are extracted at 20°C, and the liquid-phase samples are scanned at 25°C. The experimental data are 
validated with the existing thermodynamic models of Darde et al. [71] and Que and Chen [72]. In this 
work, no regression of new interaction constants in the thermodynamic modeling framework is 
performed. Thus, this work merely evaluates the extrapolation capabilities of the existing models. 
Much of the data presented in Figure 3.5 have been used in the regression of both models. The 
predictions made by the model of Que and Chen prove overall to be the most accurate for the gas-
phase CO2 predictions. With respect to the liquid-phase predictions, there is a much larger discrepancy 
between the experimental sources. However, the general trends of the model prediction are correct for 
all species. With respect to the liquid phase, more work needs to be done to produce more accurate 
predictions. There is a large discrepancy between the different sources used to determine the liquid 
carbon distributions, and this complicates any new attempts at regression. In the process modeling 
shown in Papers II–V, the model of Que and Chen [72] is used. 
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Figure 4.2 Experimental data obtained at 10 wt% NH3 and CO2-loadings in the range off 0.00–0.75 
(measurement series 4 and 8 in Paper I). a) Partial pressure of CO2; b) molality of carbonate; c) molality of 
bicarbonate; d) molality of carbamate. The gas-phase data are produced at 20°C (a), and the liquid-phase data are 
produced at 25°C (b–d). The experimental data are compared with predictions derived from the models of Darde 
et al. [71] and Que and Chen [72]. The bolded symbols indicate sample in which precipitation was noted. 
Source: Paper I. 
 
4.2. Process simulations 
Process simulations conducted in this work include both the evaluation and design of individual units 
in the AAP process, the AAP processes, and the integration of the AAP process with a power plant. 
The simulations of individual unit operations include the performances of the absorber, stripper, and 
wash unit. Assumptions regarding auxiliary units, such as heat exchangers, pumps, compressors, and 
buffer tanks, are presented in Paper V. However, the column simulation considerations are presented 
below, as this is an important aspect for the capture process and it is treated differently in the appended 
papers. 
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Column simulations 
Various modeling procedures can be applied to simulate absorber operation. Simulation studies of the 
CAP and AAP have included the following models to represent the absorber: equilibrium flash-tank 
model [38, 41], equilibrium-based multistage model [32, 37, 44], and rate-based multistage model [34, 
77]. The flash-tank model assumes isothermal equilibrium in one stage, which means that both the 
bulk liquid and vapor phases are assumed to be perfectly mixed and in equilibrium, and it is assumed 
that the interface between the two phases is in equilibrium. The thermodynamic models (described in 
Chapter 3.4) are used to determine the equilibrium composition of the bulk phases. In this thesis and in 
Papers II–V, the thermodynamic model of Que and Chen is used [72]. In the equilibrium-based 
multistage model, the absorber is divided into several equilibrium stages, just as in the flash-tank 
model, with the difference being that the stages are non-isothermal. During rate-based simulations, the 
reaction rates in the liquid film interface are considered. The thickness of the liquid film is determined 
by a mass transfer correlation based on dimensionless numbers. A commonly used mass transfer 
correlation for packed columns is the one described by Onda et al. [78]. At each stage, the two-film 
theory is employed for the bulk gas phase and the bulk liquid phase. Figure 4.3 illustrates how the 
absorber is divided into stages along the height of the absorber. As stated earlier, the CO2 is 
chemically bound through reaction with the ammonia in the liquid film. In the Aspen Plus software, 
the liquid film is discretized over the thickness of the film, as shown in Figure 4.3. To ensure coverage 
of the gradient close to the gas-liquid interface, the segments are narrower than they are in the 
remainder of the liquid film.  
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Figure 4.3 Schematic of the modeling strategy used for multistage rate-based column simulations. The column 
is divided into stages along the height of the absorber. At each stage, the two-film theory is applied to describe 
the interactions of the gas and liquid phases. The liquid film between the bulk phases is discretized to account 
for the reactions occurring in the film.  
 
The absorber in Papers II, IV and V are represented by rate-based simulations. The “Log. mean” 
reaction rate presented in Paper II is used to represent the carbamate reaction (R18-19) in the film. The 
reaction rate of the bicarbonate formation (R20-21) has been designated as the default by Pinsent et al. 
[64]. This absorber modeling setup is in Paper II validated against the experimental pilot plant data 
reported by Yu et al. [30]. In Paper III, the absorber is represented by a flash-tank model. However, in 
Paper III, the aim is to evaluate the heat requirement for regeneration rather than the absorption 
process. The water wash is simulated with the same rate-based approach as the absorber, as they 
involve the same cold conditions. The stripper in Papers III and IV and the ammonia stripper in Papers 
IV and V are all represented by equilibrium-based columns. The effect of using an equilibrium-based 
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rather than a rate-based column to simulate the absorption is discussed in Chapter 6.2. It is assumed 
that owing to the hot conditions, the state of the process will be close to equilibrium. Also, there are no 
reported reaction rate data for temperatures >40°C and both strippers operate at temperatures >100°C. 
Thus, there is no support for rate-based simulations under these conditions. 
Process flow sheets  
The process simulations of the entire capture process are divided into four different simulation flow-
sheets (Processes A–D in Figure 3.1). All simulations are performed in the process simulation 
software Aspen Plus v8.0 (v7.3.2 in Paper III). The flue gas pretreatment (Process A) and the CO2 
compression (Process D) are modeled as once-through flow-sheets. However, the CO2 capture cycle 
(Process B) and the ammonia abatement cycle (Process C) are modeled as closed loops. Both of the 
latter processes consist of an inner loop formed by the rich/lean heat exchanger and the stripper plus an 
outer loop that encompasses all the units. The default sequential Broyden process solver is used to 
converge the simulations. The convergence tolerance is set at 10
-6 
for the inner loop and 10
-5 
for the 
outer loop. The lean CO2 stream is set as the tear stream. A make-up stream is added to the CO2 lean 
stream to account for the losses of ammonia and water. 
Process design  
To estimate the investment cost of a full-scale, ammonia-based capture process, a detailed equipment 
list is required. In Paper V, a detailed description of the process schematic and assumption is 
presented. Most of the process data can be garnered from the process simulations, while the remainder 
requires the making of assumptions based on experience data from the literature. Most of the process 
dimensions can be related to those of the MEA-based process. Paper V only provides a full-scale 
process description, but also suggests possible cost reduction designs for the capture process. It 
suggests that cost reductions can be made by considering different design options for the absorber 
packing material and the rich/lean heat exchanger design. As the rich/lean heat exchanger is a capital-
intensive unit in any post-combustion capture process, there is a need to reduce the cost. The most 
intuitive design of the rich/lean heat exchanger would be to use a shell-and-tube heat exchanger, 
owing to the high pressure and the risk of precipitation. In Paper V, an alternative design for the 
rich/lean heat exchanger, using a plate-and-frame heat exchanger, is evaluated. A plate-and-frame heat 
exchanger not only reduces the cost by 75%, but also the heat transfer coefficient is increased two-
fold. Another potential cost reduction measure is to change the packing material of the absorbers. The 
benchmarking packing material in the MEA process is a metallic structured packing. It is proposed in 
Paper V to change the column packing material to a plastic packing. Plastic packing cannot be used in 
the MEA process because temperature peaks of up to 80°C would cause permanent deformation of the 
plastic. The peak temperature in the ammonia process is only 40°C, assuming the availability of cold 
cooling water. Plastic packing is 90% cheaper than metallic packing material. 
In of ammonia-based, post-combustion capture, it is important to design the process so as to reduce the 
ammonia slip using both primary and secondary measures. The 10 ppm limit for discharge of 
ammonia to the atmosphere is the strictest design limitation for the process. Primary ammonia 
recovery methods reduce the ammonia slip already from the absorber, whereas secondary measures 
reduce the gas-phase concentration of ammonia downstream of the absorber. Absorber operating 
conditions that reduce ammonia slip are presented in Chapter 5.1. As no primary measure has the 
capability to reduce the ammonia slip to allowable levels, a secondary measure is always required. 
Paper IV evaluates three different combinations (Designs) of ammonia control methods: 
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 Case 1: Staged absorption + Ammonia abatement cycle 
 Case 2: Staged absorption + Chilled absorption + Ammonia abatement cycle 
 Case 3: Staged absorption + Chilled absorption + Acid wash 
All three designs have the ability to reduce the ammonia slip to 10 ppm. The present methodology will 
be used to determine the consumption of utilities (electricity, steam, cooling water, and make-up 
chemicals) for each reduction method.  
Process integration with a power plant 
The premise of Paper V is the integration of ammonia-based, post-combustion capture with a full-
scale CO2-emitting point source. The reference process in this case is the Danish coal-fired power 
plant Nordjyllandsvearket (NJV), which has an electric generation capacity of 408 MWel. In its present 
state (without capture), this power plant is characterized by a high electric efficiency (47%) due to its 
access to low-temperature cooling water, double reheat cycles, and advanced feed water preheating 
system. The capture process is attached to the power plant at the end of the current flue gas cleaning 
system. The steam from the intermediate pressure part (IP0, 7.2 bar; and IP1, 1.5 bar) is extracted to 
feed the carbon capture cycle and the ammonia abatement cycle. The penalty for the power plant is the 
loss of electricity production, which arises from the loss of steam and the internal use of electricity for 
compression and pumping operations. The power plant penalty will eventually result in a decrease in 
the electric efficiency of the power plant 
4.3. Cost estimations 
Cost estimations have been applied in Papers IV and V. The economic analysis is based on the use of 
the net present value method (NPV) to determine the capital expenditure (CAPEX) and the operating 
expenditure (OPEX). In Paper V, a detailed equipment list is established for the AAP at a coal-fired 
power plant. The investment cost of each unit is estimated using the Aspen In-Plant Cost Estimator. 
An individually determined installation factor is then applied to estimate the CAPEX for each unit. 
The OPEX is divided into the following categories: annualized capital cost; maintenance; labor; and 
utility costs. The utility cost consists of the costs for steam, electricity, chemical make-up, and cooling 
water. In Paper V, both the CAPEX and OPEX are calculated, whereas in Paper IV, a simplified 
economic evaluation method is used in which only the utility cost of reducing the ammonia slip is 
evaluated. Table 4.1 lists the assumptions made in the economic analysis. In Paper V, the loss of 
primary steam is regarded as loss of electricity revenue (spot price). As Paper IV represent a more 
general case, all utilities (including steam and electricity) need to be purchased from the marketplace. 
The spot and market prices for electricity are taken as an average of the electricity prices in Europe in 
the period 2010–2013 [79]. 
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Table 4.1 Cost assumptions (€2013) used in the economic estimations. 
Interest rate 7.5% 
Economic life-time 25 years 
Power plant operating hours 8000 h/year 
Contingency investment cost 25% 
Maintenance 4% of capital cost/unit/year 
Labor Six Operators at 56 €/h and one Engineer at 69 €/h during hours of operation 
  
Electricity (spot price) 50 €/MWh 
Electricity (market price) 100 €/MWh 
Steam 12.5 €/ton 
Cooling water 0.025 €/m3 
Ammonia  400 €/ton 
Sulfuric acid 45 €/ton 
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 Evaluation of Unit Operations of the AAP 5.
 
The focus of this chapter is to present the results of an evaluation of the essential units of the AAP. 
Using process simulations, suitable operating conditions are suggested and discussed. The evaluated 
units are: the absorption process; the desorption process; and the ammonia control method. The 
evaluation is not only based on the technical aspects, but also the economic aspects. The present 
chapter includes results from Papers II–IV. 
5.1. Absorption column 
In the absorber, aqueous ammonia is distributed over a packing material from the top of the column. 
The flue gases are introduced at the bottom of the column. The primary role of the absorber is to 
absorb as much CO2 as possible using as little solvent as possible, while simultaneously minimizing 
the slip of ammonia. Figure 5.1 shows the CO2 capture efficiencies along the height of the absorber for 
various absorber loadings (mole-ratio of CO2 in the flue gases and the ammonia in the CO2-lean 
stream). The figure highlights the difference in the reaction rates for carbamate (R18) and bicarbonate 
(R20) formation. For absorber loadings of 0.25 and 0.33, there is a sharp trend change at around the 10 
mark. At a height of <10 m in the absorber, the absorption is governed by the fast carbamate reaction, 
whereas at heights >10 m, the absorption is governed by the slow bicarbonate reaction. The change in 
trend can be attributed to the liquid-phase CO2-loading reaching 0.5, as denoted by crosses in Figure 
5.1. For an absorber loading of 0.2, the CO2-loading only reaches 0.49 but the capture efficiency is 
99.7% at an absorber height of 40 m. Thus, for efficient operation, the absorber loading should be 
adjusted so that the CO2-loading reaches 0.5 at the desired capture efficiency. The rate of absorption at 
CO2-loadings >0.5 is too slow. Figure 5.1 also shows the corresponding equilibrium capture 
efficiencies at absorber loadings of 0.20, 0.25, and 0.33. The equilibrium capture efficiencies at 0.20 
and 0.25 are very close to 100%, although at an absorber loading of 0.33 the capture efficiency is 
around 94%. Thus, almost 30% more CO2 could be captured in the absorber at infinite residence time. 
As a reference, the absorber loading in Paper III is set to a constant value of 0.5.  
 
Figure 5.1 CO2 capture efficiency of the absorber as a function of absorber column height. The capture 
efficiencies are shown for absorber loadings of 0.33, 0.25, and 0.20. The carbamate reaction (R18) is represented 
by the “Log. mean” reaction rate (solid lines). The dashed line represents the capture efficiency at equilibrium 
with an absorber loading of 0.33. The capture efficiencies at equilibrium for absorber loadings of 0.25 and 0.20 
are close to 100%. The crosses indicate CO2-loadings of 0.5. The ammonia concentration and CO2-loading are 
constant at 10% and 0.25, respectively. Source: Paper II. 
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One of the major uncertainties in this thesis is the rate of the carbamate reaction. This is related to 
Figure 3.6, which shows the apparent reaction rate of the carbamate reaction, as suggested by different 
sources. In Paper II, the reaction rates reported by Puxty et al. [69] and Pinsent et al. [68], and the 
logarithmic mean (Log. mean) of these two values are compared with the pilot plant data reported by 
Yu et al. [30]. The reaction rates determined by Puxty et al. [69] and Pinsent et al. [68] overestimate 
and underestimate, respectively, the capture efficiency. The Log. mean provides the most accurate 
prediction. In Figure 3.6, the reaction rates of Puxty et al. [69] and Pinsent et al. [68] represent both 
the fastest and the slowest of the reported reaction rates. Figure 5.2 illustrates the effect of uncertainty 
regarding the carbamate reaction on the absorber design, i.e., the height of the absorber column. This 
figure shows rate-based simulations of an absorber for which the capture efficiency is set at 90% and 
the rich CO2-loading is set at 0.5. The required absorber heights for the different reaction rates are 10 
m [69], 15 m (Log. mean), and 22 m [69]. This shows that the uncertainty with respect to absorber 
height is roughly12 m. In Papers II, IV, and V, the absorber height is set at 15 m. 
 
Figure 5.2 Capture efficiencies along the height of the absorber for three different reaction rates for carbamate 
formation (R18). The capture efficiency is set at 90% and the rich CO2-loading is set at 0.5. The ammonia 
concentration and lean CO2-loading are constant at 10% and 0.25, respectively. 
 
A secondary goal is to minimize the loss of absorbent. This is especially important in ammonia-based, 
post-combustion capture as ammonia is volatile. The conditions at the top of the absorber dictate the 
slip of ammonia. The conditions at the top stage of the absorber are going to be close to that of the 
CO2-lean stream. Figure 5.3 show the equilibrium ammonia partial pressure as a function of CO2/NH3 
ratio (CO2-loading), ammonia concentration (a), and temperature (b). The operating pressure of the 
absorber is set to that of the atmospheric condition (100 kPa). A common design target is to use a 
CO2-loading of 0.25 in the lean stream and to use as low an operating temperature as can be achieved 
using the available cooling water. The ammonia concentration should be sufficiently low to avoid 
precipitation and excessive ammonia slip, and high enough to avoid a liquid flow rate that is too high. 
In Papers II, IV, and V, an ammonia concentration of 15% (14.3wt%) is used. As shown in Figure 
5.3b, the ammonia partial pressure is significantly reduced by ensuring a low operating temperature at 
the top of the absorber. 
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Figure 5.3 Equilibrium partial pressures of ammonia as a function of the CO2-loading and the concentration of 
ammonia (CO2-free) at a temperature of 20°C (a) and at 10% NH3 (b). Based on the model proposed by Que and 
Chen [72]. Source: Paper IV. 
 
Staged absorption 
The major challenge in the design of an ammonia-based, post-combustion capture process is to reduce 
the ammonia slip. One option, which is presented in Paper II, significantly reduces the ammonia slip 
by employing staged absorption. Staged absorption relies on the fact that it is the top of the absorber 
that determines the ammonia slip. As mentioned earlier, the CO2-loading of the lean stream is usually 
0.25 and the rich CO2-loading is limited to 0.5. By introducing a second absorber (A2) after the first 
absorber (A1) with intermediate intercooling, the conditions at the top of absorber A2 can be made 
significantly more favorable with respect to ammonia slip. Thus, the purpose of A1 is to absorb the 
majority of the CO2. The CO2-loading of the liquid stream is increased from 0.25 to around 0.5 in A1. 
By intercooling the rich stream, the conditions at the top of A2 are represented by a low temperature 
and a high CO2-loading. As shown in Figure 5.3b, the ammonia partial pressure can be reduced by as 
much as three-fold by increasing the CO2-loading from 0.25 to 0.5. Figure 5.4 shows two practical 
alternatives for the construction of a staged absorption system. Rate-based modeling of staged 
absorption is utilized in Papers IV and V. Using staged absorption will mimic the conditions of the 
equilibrium-based flash-tank, which is used to represent the absorber in Paper III. The conditions in 
the whole flash-tank will also be that of the rich stream, with the exception that the flash-tank will 
allow the CO2-loading to exceed 0.5. 
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Figure 5.4 Design options for staged absorption in a post-combustion carbon capture process. Staged absorption 
can be achieved through either a two-absorber setup (a) or a pump-around system (b). Source: Paper II. 
 
Figure 5.5 shows the CO2 capture efficiency (a) and the ammonia slip (b) as a function of the absorber 
height. The data in the figure relate to a two-stage absorber and a common one-stage absorber. The 
total height of both setups is set at 20 m, although the two-absorber setup is divided into the A1 (15 m) 
and A2 (5 m) units. The liquid flow rate (L) is adjusted to achieve a capture efficiency of 90%. 
Absorber A2 can be shorter than A1, since ammonia absorption is faster than CO2 absorption in A1. 
The total height of the absorber can be lower for a one-absorber setup, although the ammonia slip is 
around 5%. Staged absorption reduces the ammonia slip to around 3,000 ppm. The departure from 
equilibrium could even allow an ammonia slip below the equilibrium concentration. This can be the 
case if most of the ammonia is initially absorbed by carbamate. If the solution is able to reach 
equilibrium there will be a shift in the carbon distribution from being predominately carbamate to a 
larger proportion of bicarbonate. In this reaction, one mole of free ammonia is liberated. 
  
Figure 5.5 Gas-phase concentrations of CO2 (a) and ammonia (b) along the height of the absorber, for the two 
different absorber configurations investigated (one-absorber and two-absorber). Both absorber set-ups have a 
total packed height of 20 m. In the two-absorber setup, the absorbers comprise a 15-m absorber and a 5-m 
absorber. Source: Paper II. 
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5.2. Stripper column 
Some of the most important operating conditions of the stripper are the rich CO2-loading, the 
temperature, and the pressure. The rich CO2-loading is determined by the CO2 capture capacity of the 
solvent and the conditions in the absorber. Ammonia has the capacity to reach a CO2-loading of close 
to unity. At unity, almost all the CO2 will be bound as bicarbonate (reaction R2), which has a low heat 
of absorption/desorption. Thus, a high rich CO2-loading will result in a low heat requirement for 
regeneration. However, as previously mentioned, the rich CO2-loading is limited to 0.5 in the absorber. 
The relationship between temperature and pressure in the stripper is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The 
figure is produced by calculating the equilibrium partial pressure for the NH3-CO2-H2O system, for an 
ammonia concentration of 15%, CO2-loading of 0.5, and vapor fraction of 0.05. These conditions are 
plausible operating conditions for the stripper. The temperature is varied between 70°C and 200°C 
and, as the vapor fraction is given, the total pressure is also calculated (top x-axis). The results can be 
related to the top of the stripper, while the temperature at the bottom of the stripper is usually 10°–
15°C higher. The y-axis shows the relative flow of CO2, i.e., how large are the flows of water and 
ammonia in relation to the flow of CO2 under the specific conditions. Thus, the flow of CO2 is 
assumed to be the same for all temperatures. As the temperature is decreasing, the shares of ammonia 
and water in the stripper off-gas are steadily increasing. At around 80°C, there are about equal 
amounts of all the gases in the CO2 stream. The evaporation of water and ammonia requires heat, 
which increases the total heat requirement for regeneration, as the temperature decreases. For 
comparison, the slip of absorbent in the MEA process is almost negligible. However, the partial 
pressure of CO2 in the MEA-CO2-H2O system is lower, entailing a higher level of water evaporation. 
The stripper pressure is also limited to 130°C due to the thermal degradation of absorbent. In Paper III, 
it is shown that the most significant difference between the ammonia and MEA processes with respect 
to the heat requirement is the extent of evaporation of water. Another positive effect of a high 
operating pressure is that less electricity is required for energy-intensive CO2 gas compression. In both 
Paper III and Paper V, the stripper pressure is 20 bar. As presented in Figure 5.6, little is gained in 
terms of ammonia partial pressure reduction if the temperature and pressure settings are increased 
from 150°C and 20 bar to 180°C and 46 bar. The upper limit of the stripper pressure is determined by 
the structural difficulties and costs associated with the construction of a pressurized vessel of this size. 
 
Figure 5.6 Equilibrium gas composition at an ammonia concentration of 15%, CO2-loading of 0.5 and a vapor 
fraction of 0.05. The y-axis is presented as an index flow, whereby the flow of ammonia and water is related 
to the flow of CO2. The total pressure is indicated by the top x-axis. 
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5.3. Ammonia control method 
This chapter starts with a summary of the results from Paper IV, which evaluates different ammonia 
control methods. The evaluation method is based on which of the ammonia control methods has the 
lowest cost associated with utility consumption. The ammonia control design with the lowest cost will 
be used in the subsequent design of the AAP. The performances of the water wash and the ammonia 
abatement cycle are also evaluated in greater detail. 
Choice of ammonia control method 
Eventually, it is the cost of capture that will determine the success of any capture process. The largest 
uncertainly with respect to cost, when it comes to the operation of the AAP, is the cost of reducing the 
ammonia slip to the discharge limit of 10 ppm. In Paper IV, the three different ammonia control 
designs are evaluated. Each reduction case is evaluated for the range of conditions expected to be 
encountered at CO2 emission sources. A high and a low case are represented for the flue gas CO2 
concentration (15% and 5%) and the cooling water temperature (5°C and 25°C). In Paper IV, a 
simplified economic analysis is used, in which only the utility cost of the ammonia control is 
estimated. The primary aim of the methodology is to quantify the share of the cost that needs to be 
allocated to the control of ammonia slip. This will eventually indicate the conditions under which the 
AAP is favorable. A secondary objective is to identify the most cost-efficient ammonia control design 
under the favorable conditions. The results presented in Figure 5.7 are the cost in Euro (Year 2013 
level; €2013) per tCO2 that is captured. The utility cost of ammonia control is given per tCO2, so as to be 
relatable to the total capture cost. As shown in Figure 5.7, the utility cost of ammonia control is 
penalized by high temperatures and low CO2 concentrations. However, under the best-case conditions, 
the cost can be seen as reasonable. At flue gas CO2 concentrations of around 15% and at cooling water 
temperatures of around 5°C, the utility cost can be as low as 1.5 €/tCO2. These are the same conditions 
as are assumed for the reference power plant in Paper V. The total cost of capture is estimated to be 
35.0 €/tCO2. In the worst-case scenario, the utility cost of ammonia control is almost as high as the 
total capture cost in the best-case scenario. With respect to the different ammonia control designs, 
there is only a minor difference between Design 1 and Design 2. Thus, the ammonia abatement cycle 
with steam stripping reduction is the most cost-efficient ammonia control method. If chilled absorption 
is employed, the main concern will be the current electricity price in relation to the cost of steam 
production. The option to use a destructive method is the most expensive due to the high cost of 
ammonia replacement. The only case in which a destructive method may be used is if the residual 
ammonia can be used in the upstream flue gas cleaning system (SOx or NOx abatement). Thus, in the 
design described in Chapter 6, an ammonia abatement cycle with steam stripping will be used.  
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Figure 5.7 The specific utility cost of reducing the ammonia slip to allowable levels for three different designs. 
The Figure also presents a matrix of the local conditions, cooling water temperature 5°C (a and c) and 25°C (b 
and d) and flue gas CO2 concentration 15% (a and b) and 25°C (c and d). Design 1: Staged absorption + 
Ammonia abatement cycle; Design 2: Staged absorption + Chilled absorption + Ammonia abatement cycle; 
Design 3, Staged absorption + Chilled absorption + Acid wash. Source: Paper IV. 
 
Water wash 
Even if the ammonia slip is minimized in the absorber there is a need to control the emission of 
ammonia. The most commonly employed measure to accomplish this is to use a water wash column 
(Unit 5 in Figure 3.1). At the top of the water wash, an almost pure stream of water is distributed over 
the packing material. The gas stream from the absorber is introduced at the bottom of the water wash. 
The absorption potential of the water wash is closely related to the pH in the water wash. The pH level 
determines the extent of the NH3 dissociation, i.e., the NH4
+
/NH3 ratio. For the water wash, it is 
desirable to decrease the pH so as to promote the formation of ammonium, as only free ammonia can 
evaporate. The presence of other species affects the pH level, and thus the NH4
+
/NH3 ratio. In this 
case, CO2 is present in the water wash, and as CO2 is a sour gas, the acidity of the liquid will increase, 
thereby promoting ammonia absorption. Figure 5.8 shows rate-based simulations for a 15 m high 
water wash under different operating conditions. The figure reveals the water flow rate that is required 
to ensure exactly 10 ppm ammonia at the water wash outlet. The ammonia slip from the absorber is 
varied from 1,000 ppm to 100,000 ppm. The amount of water is given as the L/G-ratio (liquid/gas-
ratio on mass basis). The gas flow rate from the absorber is set at 240 kg/s. The water wash inlet 
consists of the given concentrations of ammonia and CO2, saturated water, and the bulk gas, which is 
assumed to be nitrogen. To highlight the importance of other influential parameters, the inlet CO2 
concentration is represented by two scenarios (0.5% and 1.5%), and the washing water temperature is 
represented by two scenarios (10°C and 30°C). In the 30°C scenario, all the simulations can be run up 
to an ammonia slip of 100,000 ppm. However, the low-temperature scenarios cannot be run up to 
100,000 ppm at the fixed state variables (temperature and pressure), due to the problem of 
condensation. The inlet CO2 concentrations represent two scenarios in which the original flue gas CO2 
concentration is 5% or 15%, and 90% of the CO2 is captured in the absorber. As shown in Figure 5.8, 
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the residual concentration of CO2 influences how much water is needed. This is due to the fact that 
some of the CO2 is absorbed in the water wash and binds some of the ammonia, thereby preventing 
further evaporation of ammonia. However, the relative level of CO2 absorption in the water wash is 
low (0.5% of the total CO2 inlet), as compared to the amount that is absorbed within the absorber 
(90%). Even if there is a surplus of ammonia in the absorber off-gas, the absorption of CO2 is 
inefficient because the absorption is concomitant along the height of the water wash. The most 
influential parameter is the temperature of the washing water. This is related to the reduction of the 
partial pressure by a reduced temperature (see Figure 5.3b). The mass flow of the washing water is 
highly important, as it is closely related to the heat requirement of the ammonia stripper. 
 
Figure 5.8 Water mass flows required to achieve 10 ppm of ammonia at the water wash gas outlet for varying 
inlet ammonia concentrations. The water wash is given as the L/G-ratio (liquid/gas-ratio on mass basis). The 
gas flow rate is 240 kg/s. The figure also shows the results for two different inlet CO2 concentrations (0.5% 
and 1.5%) and two different washing water temperatures (10°C and 30°C). Source: Paper IV. 
 
Ammonia abatement cycle 
In Figure 5.9, an ammonia abatement cycle (Process C in Figure 3.1) is used to capture and 
concentrate the ammonia for re-use. Figure 5.9 shows the same operating conditions as in Figure 5.8. 
However, in this case, the absorber outlet concentration of ammonia is only varied between 0 ppm and 
10,000 ppm. The results presented in the figure show the results of a simulation of the whole capture 
cycle. Figure 5.9 illustrates the specific heat requirement, assuming that 90% of the original CO2 is 
captured in the absorber. The heat requirement in Figure 5.9 follows the same trend as that in Figure 
5.8. There is a strong correlation between the mass flow rate of the washing water and the heat 
requirement of the ammonia stripper. This is because a large share of the heat is attributed to the 
sensible heat required to heat all the water in the ammonia stripper. In Figure 5.9, the heat requirement 
is divided by the presumed amount of captured CO2 in the capture cycle. This is in order to relate the 
two heat demands, which eventually will form the total heat requirement of the process. However, it 
should be noted that the ammonia stripper is operated at atmospheric pressure, which results in an 
operating temperature of ~100°C. Thus, steam of lower quality can be used to feed the ammonia 
stripper compared to the stripper, which is operated at ~155°C. This method is used in Paper V, where 
stream is extracted at two different pressure levels in the power plant steam cycle. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, the heat requirement for the CO2 capture cycle is minimally 2,500 kJ/kg CO2: for a 
more realistic process, it can be up to 3,000 kJ/kg CO2. Thus, to be competitive with other post-
combustion processes (e.g., 3,700 kJ/kg CO2 for MEA), there is need for the heat of the ammonia 
abatement cycle to be insignificant. In the absorber simulations performed in this thesis, the ammonia 
slip from the absorber outlet rarely is less than 2,000 ppm. Even though the residual CO2 plays an 
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important part, the major difference is the assumption as to how much CO2 is already captured, which 
penalizes the 0.5% CO2 cases in Figure 5.9. Under the present assumption, it is only in those cases in 
which there is a low temperature of the washing water (10°C) and a high residual CO2 (1.5% CO2) that 
the heat requirement is sufficiently low (<200 kJ/kg CO2). 
 
Figure 5.9 Specific heat requirement of the ammonia abatement cycle as a function of ammonia slip. Also 
shown are the results for two different inlet CO2 concentrations (0.5% and 1.5%) and two different washing 
water temperatures (10°C and 30°C). Source: Paper IV. 
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 Process Design of the AAP 6.
 
A full-scale process design for the AAP and a detailed process schematic are presented in this chapter. 
The design of the AAP is placed in the context of the MEA process. The operating conditions of the 
AAP are also presented, with special attention focused on the heat requirement for regeneration. Other 
operational aspects, such as the problem with precipitation in the process, are also discussed. The 
present chapter includes results from Papers III and V. 
6.1. Process description 
The schematic of a full-scale, ammonia-based capture process, as proposed in this thesis, is illustrated 
in Figure 6.1. This includes support systems, such as buffer tanks and maintenance pumps. All the 
units are numbered according to type. The flue gas stream enters at S1. The present process 
description assumes a flue gas that is free of contaminants, such as SOx, NOx, and fly ash. The flue gas 
is pressurized in two stages (F1-2), with intermediate cooling in a direct contact water wash (WW1). 
The majority of the fan work is attributed to F2 due to the lower electricity consumption associated 
with low-temperature compression. The cooled flue gas enters the absorber setup (A1-2), which is 
designed according to the description given in Chapter 5.1. The design of the ammonia abatement 
cycle is described in Paper IV. The process includes five buffer tanks (BT1-4, AT1). Buffer tanks BT1 
and BT2 are used for maintenance if the process needs to be evacuated. Thus, there is also a need for 
pumps for evacuation and refilling. BT3 gathers the condensate from the CO2 compression system 
(C1-4, HX11-14) and transports the liquid phase to BT4. All the residual streams are gathered in 
buffer tank BT4, which serves as a lean solution make-up tank. The concentration of ammonia in the 
solvent is controlled by an ammonia make-up tank (AT1). The addition of ammonia is based on the 10 
ppm slip of ammonia through the stack (S6). The CO2 compression process is in four stages with 
intercooling to 20°C. The intercooling heat exchangers (HX11-14) are of the shell-and-tube type. This 
is due to the high pressure at the hot side and the high pressure difference between the hot side and the 
cold side. Plate-and-frame heat exchangers have an upper pressure limit of around 20 bar and are 
sensitive to pressure differences. The two major outlet streams from the process are the stream, which 
goes to the stack (S6), and the CO2 stream (S4). The flue gas stream to the stack (S6) meets 
environmental requirements, and the CO2 stream (S4) has a purity of 99.5%.  
The AAP is more complex than the common MEA-based capture process. One important difference 
between the ammonia-based and MEA-based processes is the size of the rich/lean heat exchanger. 
There are three process differences that eventually lead to a larger rich/lean heat exchanger between 
the ammonia process and the MEA process. The unfavorable aspects from the perspective of the 
ammonia process is that the absorbent concentration is 14.3 wt% for ammonia (versus 30 wt% for 
MEA) and the temperature range is about twice as high for ammonia. However, the molecular weight 
of MEA is about 3.6-times higher than that of ammonia, and the absorbents are expected to operate 
within the same range of CO2-loadings. 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic of the process (Paper V), including flue gas pretreatment, CO2 capture process, CO2 
compression, and ammonia abatement cycle. A, Absorber; ST, stripper; WW, water wash; HX, heat exchanger; 
P, pump; CW, cooling water; F, fan; C, compressor; BT, buffer tank; S, input/output mass stream; H, heat stream 
(steam); AT, ammonia tank. Source: Paper V. 
 
An option to reduce the cost of HX3 is presented in Chapter 7. The diameter of the absorber is smaller 
than that of the corresponding absorber in the MEA process. The volumetric flow rate is reduced by 
the lower operating temperature. Furthermore, the diameter of the stripper can be lower due to the ten-
fold higher pressure in the ammonia process. The upper pressure limit of the stripper is assumed to be 
limited by the cost of constructing of a large pressurized vessel. However, as mentioned in Chapter 
5.2, a high pressure level reduces the ammonia slip.  
6.2. Operating conditions of the CO2 capture cycle 
The major components of the CO2 capture cycle are the absorber, stripper, and the rich/lean heat 
exchanger (Process B in Figure 3.1). When connected in a closed loop these components form the CO2 
capture cycle. The most important outcomes from the simulations of the CO2 capture cycle are the 
capture efficiency, ammonia slip, and heat requirement for regeneration. The simulation approach used 
in Paper III is entirely equilibrium-based. Thus, the calculated heat requirement should be interpreted 
as the minimum heat requirement, rather than what the heat requirement would be in an actual capture 
process. Figure 6.2a presents the heat requirement for regeneration as a function of ammonia 
concentration and CO2-loading. The trend change observed at 5% ammonia reflects the start of 
precipitation. It is important to note that the heat requirement is not enhanced by the presence of 
solids, not even at high concentrations of ammonia. The gain afforded by the reduced mass flow rate is 
counteracted by the heat required to dissolve the solids. In Figure 6.2b, the absorber loading is kept 
constant at 0.5 and the CO2 capture efficiency is variable (Paper III). For the lowest heat requirement 
(2200 kJ/kg CO2), only 50% of the CO2 is captured.  
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Figure 6.2 The heat requirement for regeneration as a function of ammonia concentration (2%–20%). a) Heat 
requirements, assuming equilibrium absorption and different lean CO2-loadings (0.2, 0.3, 0.5). b) CO2 capture 
efficiencies for the same simulations. Source: Paper III. 
 
To obtain more accurate predictions of the heat requirement, an actual process rate-based simulation is 
needed. As stated previously, the heat requirement for regeneration is decreased by a high rich CO2-
loading, and the rate-based simulation limits the rich loading, which will increase the heat 
requirement. Figure 6.3 shows the heat requirement for ammonia regeneration as a function of 
ammonia concentration (5%–20%) in the liquid stream in the capture cycle. The simulation represents 
a rate-based absorber model with a two-absorber setup. In rate-based simulations, no precipitation 
occurs, even at 20% ammonia. For rate-based simulations, 15% ammonia can be used without with the 
risk of precipitation. One reason for this is that the absorber loading needs to be much lower for rate-
based simulations to achieve the desired capture efficiency. Another reason is that in a non-
equilibrium solution, most of the CO2 will be bound as carbamate, which is not expected to precipitate 
under these conditions. The modeling procedure depicted in Figure 6.3 differs from Figure 6.2 in that 
here the capture efficiency is maintained at 90% and the absorber loading is varied. The absorber 
loading required for 90% capture efficiency is 0.18–0.27. The lean CO2-loading is set at 0.25. A lean 
CO2-loading of up to 0.5, as used in Figure 6.2, would result in negligible absorption. Due to the 
higher liquid flow rate, the heat requirement will be slightly higher than in Figure 6.2. The heat 
requirement in the ammonia concentration range of 10.0%–17.5% is 2850–2900 kJ/kg CO2. There is a 
clear cost incentive to reduce the heat requirement for regeneration. In Paper V, it is concluded that the 
cost of steam constitutes 41% of the OPEX of the entire capture process. The left y-axis in Figure 6.3 
presents the ammonia slip from the absorber. As a result of the staged absorption, the ammonia slip is 
low (2,000–3,000 ppm) for all ammonia concentrations <17.5%. At ammonia concentrations >17.5%, 
the ammonia slip rapidly increases to unfeasible concentrations. The reason for this rapid increase is a 
shift in absorption behavior, which allows CO2 absorption to occur in the second absorber. The 
exothermic absorption increases the temperature, and thereby also increases the partial pressure of 
ammonia. The ammonia concentration is an important parameter, not just for the heat requirement, but 
also in terms of the slip of ammonia, capture capacity, equipment size, and precipitation behavior. The 
ammonia concentration will eventually be a trade-off between all of the above-mentioned aspects. Too 
low a concentration of ammonia will lead to a high heat requirement and high equipment cost. Too 
high a concentration of ammonia will increase the ammonia slip and increase for the risk of 
precipitation. The ammonia concentration will also have to be individually determined for each flue 
gas CO2 concentration [42].  
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Figure 6.3 Heat requirement for regeneration as a function of ammonia concentration (5%–20%). The figure 
shows the heat requirement (left y-axis) and ammonia slip (right y-axis), assuming rate-based absorption. The 
lean CO2-loading is 0.25 and the flue gas CO2 concentration is 15 vol%. 
 
6.3. Precipitation during the process 
The risk of precipitation of solid ammonium bicarbonate must be considered for all parts of the 
process. As mentioned earlier, precipitation is promoted by high CO2-loadings, high concentrations of 
ammonia, and low temperatures. All these characteristics are critical in the intercooling (HX1) 
between absorbers A1 and A2. The temperature and CO2-loading increase somewhat in A2, which 
makes it less likely that precipitation will occur in A2 and downstream in HX3. A liquid stream under 
plausible CO2-rich stream conditions in the intercooling (CO2-loading of 0.5, temperature of 10°C. and 
ammonia concentration of 14.3 wt%) is exactly at the equilibrium precipitation limit of solid 
ammonium bicarbonate. It is the departure from this equilibrium in the HX1 that prevents 
precipitation. Thus, any process shut-down may provide enough residence time to cause precipitation 
in the intercooling. Heat exchangers for which there is the possibility of precipitation are of the shell-
and-tube type (HX1-3, HX8-9), while the remainder are of the plate-and-frame type (HX5-6, HX10). 
Another part of system where precipitation is likely to occur is the stripper condenser. As shown in 
Figure 5.6, the slip of ammonia from the stripper can be high, especially at low stripper temperatures. 
Condensing ammonia in a highly enriched CO2 atmosphere would most probably lead to precipitation 
on the condenser walls and eventually, process malfunction. This problem is also highlighted in the 
work conducted by Yu et al. [80] on the pilot plant operation at the Munmorah power station. Even at 
a pressure of 20 bar some ammonia remains in the CO2 stream, and due to the precipitation, it is not 
likely that a common condenser can be used. This thesis proposes a water wash (WW3) to remove the 
ammonia and alleviate the problem of precipitation (Paper V). However, a water wash will also absorb 
some of the CO2. Due to water-balance issues, the condensate cannot be returned to the stripper. 
Instead, the CO2 should be re-introduced into the make-up stream. In the case described in Paper V, 
the water wash increases the heat requirement from 2,900 kJ/kg to 3,060 kJ/kg CO2 captured. This 
effect is therefore not negligible, and becomes increasingly severe if the stripper temperature is 
decreased. This has some consequences in terms of the application with which this capture process can 
be integrated. Most industries (e.g., refinery, pulp and paper) have access to excess heat, which can be 
used for the capture process. However, most of that heat is at temperatures <110°C. As indicated in 
Figure 5.6, this would result in an energy-consuming process. 
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 Process Integration and Cost of the AAP  7.
 
This chapter evaluates the integration of AAP at the coal-fired NJV power plant. Technical aspects, 
such as heat integration with the steam cycle in the power plant and the decrease in power plant 
efficiency, are presented. The technical review forms the basis for the economic estimations of the 
CAPEX and OPEX of the AAP. A detailed list of the CAPEX and OPEX values is supplied in the 
appendix to Paper V. 
7.1. Integration with CO2 source 
The capture process is connected to the power plant via three streams. The flue gases from the power 
plant (S1) enter the capture process after the existing flue gas cleaning system (NOx, SOx, and fly ash). 
The steam for ammonia regeneration (H1) and the ammonia stripper (H2) is taken from the 
intermediate pressure part of the steam cycle (IP0, 7.2 bar; and IP1, 1.5 bar). After HX4 and HX7, the 
condensate is returned to the feed water preheating system at the appropriate temperature. Table 7.1 
shows the performance of the power plant when the process described in the previous chapter is 
integrated with the NJV power plant. The decrease in electric efficiency is estimated as 9.2%, falling 
from 47.2% to 38.0%. Of these 9.2 percentage points, the loss of steam in the steam cycle accounts for 
8.1, while the remainder is attributed to pumping and compression operations. The level of electricity 
produced by the power plant is reduced by 66.2 MW due to the loss of steam. Both the electricity and 
cooling water requirements of the power plant are decreased due to the lower mass flow of steam 
through the low-pressure part of the steam cycle. However, the total electricity and cooling water 
demands when integrated with the capture process are increased by 38% and 46%, respectively. The 
cooling water flow rate relative to the cooling requirement is higher for the power plant, due to the 
lower temperature difference of the cooling water. Most of the cooling requirement is attributed to the 
absorber intercooling and lean steam cooling. Another large share can be traced to the intercooling of 
the CO2 compression. Only 15 MWth of the cooling requirement is needed at temperatures >100°C. 
Thus, there is little leeway for further optimization. Access to low-temperature cooling water (5°C, 
yearly average) and a high concentration of CO2 (15 vol% CO2 at the absorber inlet) strongly favor the 
ammonia-based, post-combustion capture process. Under these operating conditions, the ammonia slip 
is quite low (2,800 ppm), which results in a heat requirement in the ammonia stripper (7.5 MWth). This 
corresponds to a specific heat requirement of 115 kJ/kg CO2, which is in line with the bottom line in 
Figure 5.9. A cooling water temperature of 15°C or 25°C would result in heat requirements for 
ammonia stripping that would be roughly 2-fold and 6-fold higher, respectively. The consumption of 
IP0 stream for the ammonia regeneration is 202.3 MWth, which as stated previously corresponds to a 
specific heat requirement of 3,060 kJ/kg CO2. Thus, the total heat requirement when the AAP is 
integrated with the power-plant NJV would be close to 3,200 kJ/kg CO2. 
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Table 7.1 Technical performances of the reference plant with and without post-combustion capture. Source: 
Paper V 
 Reference plant 
without CCS 
Reference plant with 
CCS 
Fuel input (LHV) (MWth) 815.4 815.4 
Electricity generation (MWth) 408.0 341.8 
Power plant auxiliary power (MWth) 23.3 22.8 
Post-combustion pump operation (MWth)  3.87 
CO2 compression (MWth)  5.52 
Heat  requirement (MWth)   
- IP0 steam  202.3 
- IP1 steam  7.5 
Cooling water requirement (MWth)   
- Power plant condenser 368 225.5 
- Post-combustion  311 
Electrical efficiency (%) 47.2 38.0 
   
CO2 emitted (kg/s) 73.6 7.4 
CO2 captured (kg/s)  66.2 
 
7.2. Cost estimations 
The CAPEX is estimated based on all of the units presented in Figure 6.1. Figure 7.1 shows a 
graphical representation of the CAPEX of each unit, divided into categories. The total installed 
investment cost is estimated to be 228 M€. The high-cost units include the rich/lean heat exchanger 
(HX3), the absorber (A1), and the CO2 compressors (C1-4). It is evident that the cost of the heat 
exchangers is an important aspect of the total capture cost. The rich/lean heat exchanger (HX3) has by 
far the highest investment requirement, with 27.7% of the total investment cost. The striped part of 
HX3 shows the potential cost reduction linked to using plate-and-frame heat exchangers instead of 
shell-and-tube-type exchangers. The installed cost falls from 63 M€ to 16 M€, which is a significant 
cost reduction. However, it should be mentioned that the operating conditions of HX3 are on the limits 
of what is suitable for plate-and-frame heat exchangers, with respect to temperature, pressure, and 
potential for precipitation. The other cost reduction option has an even higher impact, although it has a 
lower total investment cost. The option to replace the metallic packing material with a plastic material 
in absorbers A1 and A2 reduces the investment cost of the column packing material from a total of 11 
M€ to 1 M€.  
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Figure 7.1 Capital expenditures (€2013) for all units in the capture process (see Figure 6.1) for the AAP process, 
as applied to the coal-fired NJV power plant. The units are categorized into types. The numbers shown in the 
columns denote the major contributors to the total CAPEX. The striped parts of the bars show cost reductions 
that might be achieved through technical alterations (for column packing materials and heat exchangers). The 
individual bars are stacked as follows (from bottom to top): Pumps, P1–11; Columns, A1–2, ST1–2, WW1–3; 
Column packing, A1–2, ST1–2, WW1–3; Heat exchangers, HX1–14; Buffer tanks, BT1–4, AT1; Compressors, 
F1–2, C1–4; Ammonia make-up, First fill. Source: Paper V. 
 
The OPEX for the capture process is divided into the categories of electricity, steam, cooling water, 
NH3 make-up, labor, maintenance, and annualized capital cost. The OPEX values for all the categories 
are presented in Figure 7.2. The total annual OPEX is estimated as 66.5 M€/year. The capital cost 
reduction options discussed previously would reduce the total annual OPEX to 59.5 M€/year. As 
expected, the loss of electricity caused by steam extraction (denoted as ‘Steam’ in Figure 7.2) is the 
most influential cost parameter. This is an incentive for research into the identification of absorbents 
with low heat requirements. The loss of steam is divided into two contributions, one for the stripper 
(H1) and one for the ammonia stripper (H2). For this application, the cost of reducing the ammonia 
slip is very low, as only 3.6% of the total heat requirement goes to the ammonia stripper. The reason 
for the low cost is that the reference power plant has local conditions that allow for low ammonia slip 
and efficient ammonia removal. Access to low-temperature cooling water (5°C) and the inherently 
high flue gas CO2 concentration in coal-fired power plants both favor the control of ammonia slip. The 
ammonia slip out from the absorber in this application is 2,800 ppm. The ammonia process differs 
from amine-based capture processes with respect to the cost of make-up. Whereas the amine make-up 
constitutes 6% of the total utility cost [81], the cost of make-up for ammonia is almost negligible. This 
is due to the fact that the loss of ammonia is less than 0.03 kg/tCO2 absorbed. The corresponding value 
for an amine-based capture process can be more than 100-fold higher. Assuming a load factor of 8,000 
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h/year for the power plant, the capture process can absorb 1.9 MtCO2 per year. Thus, the specific cost 
of capture will be 35.0 €/tCO2 captured.  
 
Figure 7.2 Annual operating expenditures (€2013) for the AAP process, as applied to the coal-fired NJV power 
plant, categorized according to the different contributions. The numbers shown in the columns denote the major 
contributors to the total OPEX. The striped parts of the bars show maintenance and capital cost reductions that 
might be achieved through process and component design. The individual bars are stacked as follows (from 
bottom to the top): Electricity, P1–2, P5, P8–11, F1, F2, C1–4; Steam, H1-2; Cooling water, CW1–11; Make-up 
NH3, S3. Source: Paper V. 
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 Discussion 8.
 
The analyses presented in this thesis offer a comprehensive insight into the performance of ammonia-
based, post-combustion capture processes. The process description presented here is the pinnacle of a 
continuous stream of development since the AAP and the CAP were proposed in 1997 and 2006, 
respectively. Some of the claims that were made for the initial version of the CAP have proven to be 
exaggerated, while others remain valid.  
Developments in post-combustion capture have often been in relation to the MEA-based process. Even 
if the MEA process is an established post-combustion capture technique, it does not represent a state-
of-the-art process. As presented in Chapter 2.2, there are several candidate absorbents that are superior 
to MEA. Comparisons with these processes are, however, difficult to conduct because they are less 
well-known. This is especially true for proprietary solvents, where the performance specifications are 
very limited. Rochelle and colleagues [13] have proposed that the piperazine-based capture process be 
used as a new comparative standard next to MEA. As both piperazine and ammonia are second-
generation solvents, it is of interest to compare them as well. Table 8.1 offers comparisons of the 
MEA-, piperazine-, and ammonia-based processes.  
The criteria for evaluating absorbent characteristics are presented in Chapter 2.2. The most striking 
advantages of the ammonia process are its stability and resistance to degradation. Absorbent 
degradation is a major issue for the amine-based processes, with respect to cost, process design, and 
environmental effects. There are still major uncertainties associated with amine degradation, which is 
currently an area of intensive research. However, the cost of MEA replacement (without waste 
treatment) has proven to be within reasonable limits (less than 5 $/tCO2). The replacement cost for 
piperazine is expected to be lower. 
The heat requirement for ammonia regeneration is an aspect for which the initial estimations made for 
the CAP have turned out to be exaggerated. Instead of an initially discussed heat requirement of 
around 1,000 kJ/kg CO2, it is more likely that the heat requirement will be close to 3,000 kJ/kg CO2. 
This figure does not include the heat required for ammonia stripping, which can vary substantially. 
The total heat requirement is still expected to be lower than that for the MEA process, although this is 
not in itself a sufficiently important incentive. The piperazine process is shown in pilot plant operation 
to have a heat requirement that is similar to that of the ammonia process, i.e., 3,230 kJ/kg CO2.  
The CO2-loading capacity of ammonia was also initially overestimated. It is shown in this work that is 
not feasible to operate the process at rich CO2-loadings >0.5, as the reaction rate is far too low. The 
initial patent proposed lean and rich loadings in the ranges of 0.25–0.50 and 0.5–1.0, respectively. 
Based on the present work, it is suggested to operate the absorber at CO2-loadings of between 0.25 and 
0.5, which coincidently, is the same range as for the MEA process. The loading capacity for piperazine 
is higher, since 2 moles of CO2 can be absorbed to each mole of piperazine, although the loading range 
is narrow (0.31–0.41 mol CO2/2∙mol piperazine). Thus, the loading capacities for all three absorbents 
are similar.  
One of the criteria for the absorbent (Table 8.1) that should not be underestimated is the “ease of 
operation”. An end-user values a proven stable operation, even if a more complex option could in 
theory offer a lower operating cost. In this respect, the MEA process is far more mature than the 
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second-generation processes. Both the ammonia and piperazine processes are much more complex 
with respect to process design. 
The volatility of ammonia is the major problem associated with the AAP. Although there are technical 
solutions to control the slip of ammonia, they are expensive. This thesis concludes that the AAP may 
only be feasible at locations where the conditions allow for a low level of ammonia slip. Crucial to the 
feasibility of the AAP are the requirements for a source with a relatively high concentration of CO2 
and access to high-quality cooling water. A low level of CO2 in the flue gas may be solved by reducing 
the capture efficiency. However, access to large volumes of cooling water at temperatures similar to 
deep-sea conditions (5°–10°C) is required, which severely limits the number of suitable applications. 
In comparison to ammonia, the levels of volatility of MEA and piperazine are negligible.  
Table 8.1 Comparisons of MEA, ammonia, and piperazine with respect to characteristics relevant for post-
combustion capture.  
 MEA Ammonia Piperazine 
Absorption kinetics 0 - +  
Heat requirement for regeneration 0 + + 
Resistance to degradation 0 + + + 
CO2-loading capacity 0 0 - 
Corrosiveness 0 + + 
Volatility 0 - - + 
Price 0 + - 
Toxicity 0 0 0 
Ease of operation 0  - - 
Key: ++, very advantageous; +, advantageous; 0, similar; -, inferior; --, very inferior. 
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 Conclusions 9.
 
This thesis assesses the potential of ammonia as an absorbent for post-combustion carbon capture. The 
evaluation is based on experimental, technical, and economic performance analyses. The present work 
makes contributions to the field in all of these areas. The most important contributions to the field of 
ammonia-based, post-combustion capture are: 
 Experimental equilibrium data for both the gas and liquid phases at temperatures at below 
25°C are presented. The new experimental data serve to increase the understanding of the 
behavior of the NH3-CO2-H2O system in the absorber and may be used to increase the 
accuracy of thermodynamic modeling. (Paper I) 
 
 Equilibrium-based simulations show that ammonia regeneration for the AAP has a minimum 
heat requirement of around 2,500 kJ/kg CO2. This assumes a lean CO2 loading of 0.25. Rate-
based simulations show that departure from the equilibrium state would lead to a heat 
requirement for the actual process of close to 3,000 kJ/kg CO2. (Paper III) 
 
 The advantages of using staged absorption are explained in detail. Staged absorption is shown 
to be crucial for feasible operation, primarily through its ability to confer a significant 
reduction in ammonia slip. (Paper II) 
 
 For efficient operation, the rich CO2-loading should not exceed 0.5 in the absorber. Rich CO2-
loadings of >0.5 result in a too high absorber column and lower CO2-loadings both increase 
the slip of ammonia and the heat requirement. (Paper II) 
 
 The cost of ammonia-based, post-combustion capture appears to be competitive. The cost of 
capture at a coastal coal-fired power plant is estimated to be around 35 €/tCO2. (Paper V) 
 
 Reducing the ammonia slip from the absorber to allowable levels is a crucial design target for 
the AAP. An ammonia abatement cycle (water wash plus ammonia stripper) in which the 
ammonia is retained in the process is the ammonia control method that is associated with the 
lowest cost. Under favorable conditions, such as access to high-quality cooling water (at 5°C) 
and a relatively high flue gas CO2 concentration (15%), the utility cost of reducing ammonia 
slip could be <1.5 €/tCO2. (Paper IV) 
 
In summary, ammonia-based, post-combustion capture is a viable option for both first- and second-
generation absorbents. However, its viability is heavily dependent upon favorable local conditions, 
and this is related to the penalty of controlling the ammonia slip. Thus, the AAP is suited to niche 
markets in which conditions or synergetic effects make the process feasible.  
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 Suggestions for Future Work 10.
 
Considering the work and results presented in this thesis, it is clear that there are still major 
uncertainties associated with ammonia-based, post-combustion capture. With respect to the 
performance, design, and understanding of the process, the following aspects are proposed as topics 
for future investigations: 
 For successful large-scale commercialization, the ammonia slip problem warrants 
consideration. Vapor-suppressing additives have been demonstrated to reduce ammonia slip, 
although the penalty in terms of potentially reduced reactivity remains unclear. The use of 
residual ammonia for reducing upstream SOx and NOx is also a promising alternative that is 
not fully explored in the present work. 
 
 The slip of ammonia from the stripper also needs further study. This issue is only considered 
on a quite rudimentary level in this work. As a commonly used condenser cannot be employed 
due to the problem of precipitation, in the present work, the CO2 stream is washed with water 
to remove the residual ammonia. This process is difficult both in terms of modeling and 
design, due to the high temperature difference and the high concentrations of CO2. In addition, 
the water-ammonia mixture absorbs CO2 with a considerable energy penalty for the process.  
 
 The possibility to use Raman spectroscopy to track the NH3-CO2-H2O system has great 
potential. The fact that ammonia does not degrade during operation simplifies the spectral 
analysis, and on-line monitoring of an ammonia capture process with a sufficient time 
resolution is well within the capabilities of current Raman spectrometers.  
 
 With respect to experimental data, there is a clear lack of new data on the solid precipitation 
limits and reaction kinetics. Since it is suggested in this thesis to operate close to the 
precipitation boundary, it is important to know exactly when precipitation starts. Even if the 
departure from equilibrium hinders precipitation, it is not unlikely that a stop in operation 
would provide sufficient residence time and cooling to start the precipitation. 
 
 The experimental liquid speciation data produced in Paper I and the comparison with existing 
data speciation data reveal discrepancies between the experimental data and the model 
predictions. Even though a large discrepancy was identified for the liquid speciation data, 
there is some concurrence, especially with respect to the prediction of carbonate.  
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